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THIS

ISSUE

Last issue, the letter col~ returned. This ti-e i t is showing distinct signs
of life, &Dd .. couple of let.ters arrived frc:. people in '-erica Cy Chauvin
and Alex Eisenstein -- too late for inclusion there.
(ftis is the last page to
be typed, which is why I can include t.hea here.) Cy liked n ~ 9B, and Alex
wrote .. very detailed refutation of Saon ounsley's article on Alfred &ester.
This i.sue also sees the introduction of a new. peraane.nt sectiCXl to Vect« -StAndpoint-.
I t is siailar to the -Tal.kiPl) Points- that Rob Boldstoe:k and
C1l;ris !:Vans have introduced in Focus (t.bouqb that doesn"t .ean it"s not a good
idea), but it is perJulps .are cootroversial in intent. More about the rationale
of -Standpoint- 011 pI".
'ftt,e editoriu is the first step on vba.t aiqht be cCXlSidered a rather .-bitious
project: to derive a -.ethod of science fiction critici.- that treats SF as part
of the wicler world of literature, not as a peculiar little secticn deservi..ng of
different .ethods. SF is a literary fOnl, and cannot be ~~ted frc. a literary
aethod of critici.. ae;;;e..er, i t does have qualities not foand elsewhere in literature, and these qualities .u.st be given their due ~iqbL

'ftri.s ~ is taken up also in three of the -Standpoint- articles and sc.e of the
letters, aakinq it the aajor e..phasis of the issue.

Finally, this issue' s end-of-page fillers are tall:~ frc. Starstor.ers by Hicholas
Fisk, published by Xn!ght Boc*s, which is apparently the first of a series.
:

*

The ships were so biq, so vast, so fast. Fastec tba.n sound. "ftle nOise reached :
you after the ship aade it. That was why there vas never any warning.
•

IEditorial

Towards a Critical Standard

In Vector 98, Chris Priest described two sorts of critics -- in his own words: "those
who have discovered SF is literature, and have promptly gone barmy" and those who are
"the crowd pleasers ••• , who shy away from criticism and colll themselves 'reviewers'"
-- and said that: "Neither kind of critic is worth a damn. They say nothing to the
writer or the reader. and neither is able to join a larger debate." 111 the same
issue, Paul Kincaid reviewed Writers of the Twenty-First Century. edited by Joseph
D. Olander and Martin l:Iarry Greenberg. found it full of "posturing 'critics'" of
the first kind, and roundly condemned them and the book.
Chris provoked a response, which you can find in this issue's letteT column; Paul did
not. This would seem to suggest that SF readers instinctively find the 'academics'
abhorent, and feel no need to make further ccmment about them, and also that they are
wary of attempts to make SF, both the writing and the criticism, more literate.
There would seem to be a feeling that to make SF more literate is necessarily to aake
it less entertaining, a view represented by Martin Perry in the letter column. Thi s
is just not so, as Andy Sawyer explains in his 'Standpoint' article, 'That's Entertainment?' I can understand the concern; after all, the main reason for buying a
novel or short story collection is to be entertained by it. The point is that there
are different ways of being entertained. The most obvious one is for the novel or
short to be a rattling good yarn, and this is most often ..,hat people mean by 'entertainment'. But it is only one ....ay, and entertainment can be found 1n an elegant
style, or in the wickedly accurate observation of hUlllAn behaViour, or in the imagery
an author uses, for example. The best books tend to have more than one of these
attributes. I enjoy Leslie Charteris's The Saint because they are rattling good
yarns told with
superb style, and I enjoy Jane Austen because her style is marvellous and her observation deadly, though her plots are simple in the extreme. It is
possible for an excess of one attribute t~ make up for the lack of another. Theproblem is to decide hOW' to evaluate the various attributes, one against another.

In their articles, Chris and Paul dismissed both the 'academic' critic and the subjective 'reviewer'. By implication, the need 1s for a middle ground. I need not go
into detail here to justify that statement, as the hard work has been done for me by
Joseph Nicholas in his 'Standpoint' article, 'Guns of the Timber land , •
(You could,
in fact, go to that article now, and then return here.)
Joseph ends by calling for a theory of criticism that retains traditional literary
virtues, but gives due weigh· te the peculiarly science-fictional attribute -- one
I deliberately didn't mention earlier -- of ·ideas·. HOW' this could be done or where
we could most usefully start was beyond the scope of his article, he said.
It is not
beyond. the scope of Vector, which seems as good. a place as any to beqin. The purpose
of my editorial this ~ssue is to start the ball rolling, and to set out the objectives
that any critical standard must be able to fulfil.
I am not, as yet, prepared to give
an answer to the "how", but over the next few issues I hope to be able to present the
views and ideas of a large number of people (Le. you) on various aspects of SF criticism, so that at the end of it we should have a pretty fair idea.
What, then, do we want of our critical standard? The first thing is what we don't
want; we ~ want to be able to define SF. This might seem downright perverse in
a standard being developed specifically to cope with SF, but there is a very good
reason for it. This should be obvious when we consider the first thing we do want:
the standard must be able to deal wi th SF as widely di fferent as Ursula LeGuln' s
The Dispossessed, Isaac Asimov's Foundation trilogy, and Fritz Leiber's Fafhrd and
The Grey Houser stories on a basis that is, .! priori, equal.
----

Since the standard JIl.ust have that wide a scope, it i~ but a little matter to widen
it a bit more, so that it can cope With, say, John Fowles's The Magus and The Ebony
Tower, or Doris Lessing's Shikasta and The Summer Before the Dark ••• or Jane Austen's
Pti.'d; and Prejudice. Why ~ often in the past attempts to find a method of
SF criticism have depended on first defining SF, and then applying different criteria
to those books falling into the category from those falling out of it. The major
problem, of course, was, is and always will be defining SF in the first place. However, this should not be allowed to obscure the fact that the approach is, in any
case, fundamentally unsound.
To take an analogy fra. physics: the Bohr theory of the hydrogen atom was a bodgedtogether affair of classical physics and arbitrary rules; it worked for hydrogen,
but couldn't be extended to the other atoms. Quantum lIIechanics, on the other hand,

does explain all the atoms (well, nearly), and can also be applied to classical
mechanical systems because the quantum effects become neql1gible. We are looking
for a 'quantum mechanical theory of criticism' which we can apply to ~ fiction.
In this context, the definition of SF can clearly be seen to be a red herring, and
a pretty remarkable red herrinq at that, judging by the number of people it has led
up the garden path.
(Does this mean that SF includes mainstream? It might rather
look like it, but the question doesn't have much relevance.)
The next requirement for our standard is that it be flex:ible in its application. By
this I mean that it should allow for personal interpretation by the critic using it,
which implies that it must allow for disagreement between critics, without endangering the structure of the standard itself. Essentially, we are admitting the subjective nature of criticism and incorporating it into our standard, rather than trying
to eliminate it by use of a rigid set of rules.
Rigid rules vould be downriqht danqerous, for both SF and the standard. It would be
likely to inhibit experimentation by writers, for fear of being condemned, with disastrous consequences to literature. On the other hand, if experimenters persevered
and produced works that broke the rules, but which were qenerally accepted as qood,
then the standard would obviously have failed. This is how we find ourselves today,
with the traditional approach to criticism being unable to cope with SF, and a number
of the best SF novels beinq denied their riqhtful place in the qeneral literary
establishment. OUr standard should contain within itself the means by which to
evolve to cope with new forms of literature. This would be impossible with a riqid,
prescriptive standard.

we IDUst remember, hovever, that admittinq the subjective aspect of criticism does
not mean giving way to subjectivity entirely. The requirement is for a framework
within which subjectiVity can be given a certain freedom, whilst at the same time
being recognised for what it is.
A further flexibility we require is dictated by the variations in the intended readership of the critic. Quite obviously a forty word squib in the book review page of
a daily newspaper is not the same thinq as a two thousand word appraisal in Vector
or ~ , with the paraqraph-lonq review in Paperback Inferno being somewhere
in between the two. Can a single critical standard be put to three such different
uses? The answer must be ·Yes· if our standard is to ~ standard.
So, we are lex>kinq for a critical standard which is wide enouqh in scope to encompass
all novels and short stories, whether SF or not, flexible enough in application to
allow subjective judgement and constructive disaqreement between critics. flexible

enough in intent to allow its use for all types of criticism, and yet retaining an
essentially objective framework.
Oh, is

~

all?

Quite likely the task is beyond the oounds of possibility, but there seems little
point in trying for anything less. A critical standard that enabled one to evaluate,

say, The f'ountains of paradise, but was a little hazy about Rendezvous With Rama, and
totally opaque with Childhood's End \lIQUId not even be of use to Arthur C. Clarke.
However, ....e are helped in our search by an over-riding principle that is implied in
....hat I said earlier -- that we must be able to deal with widely differing SF on a
basis that is, .! priori, equal. We are, in other words, trying to be fair to the
book being criticised. Only by being fair all the time can we build a body of criticism in which individ~al critical pieces can be caapared one with another, which
can be readily interpreted by its readers, and which can be accepted by reader, writer and critic alike -- whether or not any particular piece of criticism is agreed
with by all parties, an event most unlikely to happen. The moment a critic departs
from fairness in his criticism -- influenced, perhaps, by a hangover or a rebuff from
the author's mistress -- he destroys any confidence others might have had in his opinions, and undermines the edifice of criticism generally. critics have a responsibility to readers and writers that does not permit sloppiness, vindictiveness or
casual side-swipes designed primarily for show in what they write.
(Vector reviewers
take note~)
We have now established in general terms the objectives we have to -eet with a critical standard, and laid dO'to/ll an as yet ill-defined over-riding concept -- fairness.
However, none of this would enable saoeone to write a review according to the standard.
In the next issue of Vector I want to expand on the concept of fairness and
begin to construct the objec~ramework. In the meantime I want to hear your
views on the subject; I don't ....ant to have to do all the hard ....ork ..•
Kevin smi th
MISCELLANIUMS
-- In which the editor chats about this and that in an attempt to t i 11 the page.
Scme of you may recall that the BSF" has on several occasions premised to proouce
bibliographies of SF authors for sale to the members. Having recalled this, you
will instantly have realised that no such things have been proouced. Be not downhearted. Chairman Alan Dorey is working on the case right now, with the able assistance of Geoff Rippington, or perhaps it's the other way round.
Be that as it may,
a bibliography of Fritz Leiher is available. I t was ccmpiled by Chris Morgan last
year, in time for Leiber' s GUest="of-Honourship at Sea con '19, and contains listings
of all Leiber' s stories, articles and novels, and other information besides.
It is
36 pages long, costs E1.50 (or $3.00, which at today's exchange rate is a bargain)
post free, and can be obtained fram
Morganstern, 39 Hollybrow, Selly oak,
Birmingham, B29 4LX, Eng land.
I vent along to the Second Annu.a. OatH Lecture a few weeks ago, to hear Our President,
Arthur C. Clarke, talk about Tl"w s~ Elevator, which he said vas a pretty gc:xxl idea
even though he didn't invent it. like t.he Ce:-unications Satellite. Actually, it is
a good idea, and it is a pity he didn't use it better in The Fountains of Paradis;;
for which he was presented with his Huqo at the Lecture.
I t is also a pity that he
tended to gloss over a few things, such as that it is still technologically impossible, or that it will cost four times the gross national product of the entire world
(a strangely self-contradictory expression) to build, or that i t would give the nation in which it is built undue influence or make it subject to attack to gain that
influence, or that terrorists could hav(' great fun with it, and things like that..
Make sure you look ut. the cover art of this issue carefully; it isn't just white
lines on black.

And as th~ heads turned, Vawn began to 9.1.'J9 le. For on top of each female head
were the bonnets: and t!le bonnets resembled not.hing so much as -- what was the
word -- brassieres, t.hat was it, those things women wore in the twentieth century.
----
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STANDPOINT
GUNS OF THE TlMBERLAND

joscph NicOOlas

The basic problem vith all SF criticism (and heee I exclude the puffs that masquerade
as reviews in the pages of the daily papers) is not that there isn't enough i f it
but that it all eaanates fre- within the field.
The pioneering studies by Blish and
~i9ht. the histor ies (so-e IIIOce balanced than others) of Aldiss, Gunn and Kyle. the
current plethora of ugazines (vbich cover the spectcua fre- the ultra-serious. like
ExtNlpOlation and Science Fiction Studies, to the near-fannish, like Perihelion. and
Tm-ust) -- all vere or are produced by people who, even if they didn't grow up on a
steady diet of SF-and-nothing-oot-SP. at least devote .::Ire ti..e and energy to it than
they do to other -(01:-'&- of literature. The result is. inevitably, a sa-evhat narrow
view: less narrow than that adopted by the early critics. who held that SF could only
profitably be .easured against other SF, but still not broad enough to encoalpass the
whole of the wider world of literary debate.

is too
wide for anyone critic to ever enc:olllpass anyway, and all one can realistically hope
is that each has sufficient knowledge of anyone aspect of it for the whole to be
visible when their pronounceJDents are aggregated. Yet just hov relevant to SP is
that wider wor Id of debate anyway? One often reads, in such as Foundation.. statements to the effect that the standard ar-aury of literary criticisa is not at all
suited to the analysis and evaluation of Sp's the..es, tropes and -etaphors, and to a
certain extent this is very true. SF is, after all, supposed to deal with the general
and the impersonal -- political ideologies, social crises, technological advances.
global catastrophes, the Iletaphysics of consciousness -- utilising as the props for
its discussion of these concepts what SOD! might perhaps describe as a "convenient
facade" of character interplay; and mainstream critics. accustomed to dealing only
with novels of character, in which the ·facade· is the subject. are hence virtually
powerless to comprehend them. instead resorting to the labelling of the things SF
contains -- time travel, aliens, hyperdrives, distant planets, LS colonies -- in the
mistaken belief that it is actually about them.

An obvious answer to this plaint is that the wider world of literary debate

But then for SF critics to indulge in wholesale condemnation of mainstream critics as
ill-equipped to appreciate SF is simply to reinforce the inverted paranoid snobbery
typical of the ghetto mentality that has for so long bedevilled it. Examples of this
approach - which seeas more prevalent in the States than Br italn - may be found in
such semi-prozines as Thrust and Starship, where Charles Sheffield and (until recently) Richard Lupoff, respectively, devote whole column-inches of quite extraordinary
doubletalk to attellpts to "prove· that SF is not literature but fiction, and hence
subject to entirely different criteria. One aight charitably suppose that this attitude derives priaarily fro- the .e.>cy of school English Literature classes (which,
forcing an overconcentration on ainutiae at an inappropriate age, can deaden one's
appreciation of the prose art), but I rather suspect that John W callpbell's (unjustified and unjustifiable) notion that SP is somehov better than all other "forms" of
fiction is actually to blaJle; but whatever the reason, it has nevertheless resulted
in a regrettable and unnecessary philistiniSJll which at its -:>st extre.e has given us
the na.rrow-.inded subjective prejudice perpetrated in the book reviews of Lester Del
Key and Spider Robinson and at its mildest is still too ignorant of the ar tistic
process to be of any use. And the readers respond. in kind, complaining bitter ly atx>ut
the literati and the acadeaics who are now (in their words) swar.ing all over it, as
thou9h SF were but a ricketty old period table suffering from a pa.rticularly bad
attack of voodvora and needing only the cleansing warath of the ghetto campfires to
restore it to its pristine condition.
Certainly, a great deal of the current spate of acadeaic criticisa is of little use
or value. As Cheis Priest reJU.rked in Vl9ctor 98, it SHaB to have been written not

out of a desire to infor. or entertain, but to impress, and as such is pompous, selfrighteous and condescending -- and worse: the aMOUnt of time and energy wasted on
making SF conform to whatever political ideology happens to be in vogue at that 1IlOlDent rather than analysing it on its own merits and demerits would be laughable if it
wasn't t["ue. In the intulduction to his recent collection of essays, This World And
NeaJOer Ones, Brian Aldiss attempts to excuse this on the grounds that,because the
majority of them are too new to SF to prope["ly comp["ehend it, they l["e still jockeying
for position and perspective, but I personally think that this is the reason for theiI
attitude: the ghetto walls have been breached in several places, new and untra.elled
pastures have been revealed to public gaze, and (in J G Ballard'. aagnificent tera)
the lumpen-inteHigentsia have come rushing in to stake out their tercitoci.s and
promote their ["eputations.
Not to put too fine a point on it, therefore, the cuccent standard of SF criticism
is nowhere near as good as it could and should be. To refer back to my first paragraph: the pioneering studies of Blish and Knight have never been p["operly followed
up -- and, further. there seems a tendency to t["eat everything they had to say as
Absolute Gospel, received wisdOfl'l which .ight at one ti-e have articulated some impo["tant and influential viewpoint but which has gone unchalle"9ed ever since. Speaking
for myself, I believe that some quasi-continuous reasse • ..,nt of past pronouncements
upon the then-accepted -greats· of SF (as per simon Ounsley's piece on Alfred Bester
in Vector 98) is necessary to uphold critical standards; as art changes and (hopefully) progresses, so must criticism if it is not to be left behind. In fact, a
case could be made out for the necessity of criticiSIl to be always (and at least) one
step ahead of the art that gwes it its substance: not &0 lIuch a parasite or a predator as the carrot or the goad that drives it on ••• One way or the other, I feel
that the bla-e for the lack of follow-through on the early studies can be laid upon
the too-specific nature of everything that's come after them: it seems too devoted to
critiques of particular authors (and particular Ix>oks) to spa["e much time for analyses of particular schools, movements, periods, themes, tropes, metaphors, or any of
the more general aspects of the li,terature without which no viable critic<ll foundation
can be laid. The early studies were indeed specific in their approach, but mainly in
orde[" to p["opound (by exaJlPle) general points: everyone since seells to have dwelt
a1Jnost exclusively upon specifics and only accidentally or peripherally, if that,
touched upon the general. (On the other hand, of course, it could be that Blish and
Knight, having got there first, had an i~ct that could never have been repeated
0[" equalled ••• )
Well, something has to change -- and in this respect it'. interesting to note that
the writers seem to be more concerned with this pro.peet than the c["itics. In a
letter published in Foundation. 18, Gr@9ory Benford called for 'a theory which evaluates when the ·SF reading sense· can be offset against -traditional literary virtues·
•.• a recogni. .ble standard for judging when the trade-off between these two standards is legiti.... te. We need a way to decide when style, characterisation, etc • •uat
give way to specifically science fictional purposes' -- a halfway house, in other
words, in which a blend between the wider world of literary debate and the inverted
paranoid snobbery of the ghetto can be forged. As Benford says, it's a tall order -taller than you'd think, since the fingers of one hand are probably more than you'd
need to number the critics faJIiliar with both SF and aainstreaJI fiction -- but (also
as he says) we can at least make the effort. COllIe to that, I believe we should make
the effort, we should try to formulate the theory for which Benford calls, for otherwise we run the risk of allowing the current situation to stagnate into a strangling
status quo that denies all possibility of change and illproveJDent -- not just with
respect to SF criticism but to SF itself. How it can be done or where we can most
usefully start is beyond the scope of this uticle but, to put it. in a nutshell, the
foundations have been laid, and have been waitir.g for us to begin building upon them
for some time now. If we do not do so soon, then we will have r.iled in our responsibility to the literature we claim to hold so dear.

iJOUK

REVIE'~T\'G.

THE OBjECTIVE CRrrIQUl;

lames Corlcy

I read a. boot. review recently. F~.u:..k:"y.it W<'I.S ts\d. It vas just about as bad as you
can get without endil\4} up in !n:x:t of a Jury. Actually, a snappy lawyer with t.iae on
his hands could have aade ~ i:'!!e libel case out of it, but it vas an a-ateur review,
probably written by a kid with no 8lOey in the bank and no aarblea in his head. Not
worth the trouble suing.
The review was of one of .-y faV'OlKite authors. a ..an I I:eejud as the second qreateat
livincj British writer. and here vas ~ opinionated fool aayinej his Ix»ok was 'utter
garbage'. With reviews of this quality being bandied about it -ade .e wonder vhy I'd
abandoned .y own reviewing eaI"1fI'oe¥ - - after all, ay own opinions were so .ach .,re
valuable. Then I re.e~red it vas because they'd stopped sending lie books, aaybe
becaURe I'd got into the habit of .sayiDIJ things about tbelt vhich were close to
libelous.
Very little science fiction creeps past the literary censors of the quality Sunday
papers. From their coverage of other sorts of book. though. it's obvious that professional standards are very different fre- a:uteur ones. The aJaateurs believe in the
stuff passionately and they want perfection. They want their literature engraved on
tablets of stone, or at the very least Vl:itten in blood. God help any hack who fails
to Match up to their expectations.
The pros . e a lot cooler about the whole business. Preeloaders to a -.an they know
that their invitations to the publishers" parties depends on ..ething that can be
quoted on the dust jacket. SO book after tedious book is described as 'bcilliant,
astonishing, thrill a page,' aM each reviewer selects one trivial taille a DOnth to
receive tl\e accolade 'book of the year".
It see-s things vere no better in the old days. Hilary Waugh once wrote a stOlllachsplitting character assassination of the pre-var literary establishment~ it was
called The Roaring Q.teane for rea60ClS we need not go into. In it a thinly disguised
Acnold Bennett declares be can dednce the contents and worth of an entire novel by
reading only the first and last pages. Exceptionally he needs to read only the last
page, but .-ore often than not he ~t.s he needs to read both the first and last.
He sees nothing to boast of in this talent. after all Proust could successfully weigh
up a book s1.lllply by reading tb! Iart sentence. And X,well X didn't even need to open
a novel, all he had to do vas glance at its spine on the bookshelf.
(All rig-ht, I
am too ignorant. to recoqn1se I"l:; true identity, that's the trouble with these bloody
idiotic rc.ans a clef.)
Maybe Waugh was exaqgerat.i.Dq, but it's DOt bard to iaagine that aany pro revievers,
faced with a never-e.ndi.nq torrent of boring drivel floodi.ng across their desks, are
going to confine tJJe.selves OD doctor I s orders to readiDq only the first and last
chapters. And truthfully there's sel.daa any caapelliDg reason to delve deeper than
this. In the first chapter the characters are established and. the plot is set in
.-otiOllJ in the last chapter the fate of the characters is revealed and the plot resolved. In bet~, the rest is just fi1..l.i.nq to lIoake up the 6O,0cx> words that hidebound publishers still insist OD. despite the world paper shortaqe. This valuable
ti.ae-savi.nq exe.rcise of not read:Lnq boot.. expla.i.ns why reviewers so often get their
~arle& of what the novel is about c::.:.plete.ly wrong, an art: perfected. of course.
by paperback blurb writers.

Assuaing that the public prefers bad news to good. it's little wonder that the
bland. flattery of the pro critics has resulted in the near death of aa1nstream
English literature. We can only ClOI'Isole ourselves with the fact that it was never
all that interesting anyway.

I have to say that there's DO happy .ed.ha in revIewing, no balanced unprejudiced
viewpoint. Back on the shabby paqes of the a:aateur press vaI iant souls are doing
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their be. . to keep science fiction alive and healthy by heaping vitrepution on it at
every opportunity. Frcm this point on for 'reviewer' read 'amateur', the fanzine
fanatics, the ones it's not worth taking to court.

I don't know whether reviewing, with its opportunities to yell yah-boo at writers
far JK)re famous and worthy than oneself, is essentially a corrupting exercise or
whether it st-ply attracts people who are already hardened degenerates. It's difficult to tell. But in what 't)ther walk of life could a man who suffered from the dual
handicap of being simultaneously a coward and a sadist find such opportunities for
self-qratification1 The reviewer is impregnable since it's the epitome of bad form
for an author to mildly contradict or correct the lunatic ramblings of his critics.
I've known it happen only once when a friend of mine, who is incidentally far from
a lunatic, reviewed for the first and only time the latest novel of a quite famous
British author. Being inexperienced in the art he passed a generous and cc.plimentary judg_Dt on the book. Be did happen to mention in passing that he had ..inor
reservations about the large chunks of untranslated French, German and Italian
liberally .catt'red through the work and which he'd been unable to understand.
Fair ~ t , I thought, being basically an English speaker myself.
The author thought differently and dashed off a strong letter to the fan%ine denouncinq the reviewer's ccmpetence and comparing him unfavourably as a judge of
literat.ure with P.R. Leavis, who was presumably SClDe sort of polY9'lot. It could
have 90ne on for 80IlIe time, I suppose, with the critic taking a quick correspondence
course in Mandarin Chinese and pointing out that the author wasn't D.B. Lawrence.
Unfortunately it stopped before that point. The hypersensitive author abandoned SF
and went over to .ainstream. The reviewer began writing fiction.
The lesson of this episode is that when writers do take offence it's over the most
ridiculous and insignificant thingsJ the review in question had been fair and overwhelaingly ca-pu...entary. When reviewers boldly state, as they usually do, that
ac:.eone's latest novel is a load of dung, the proud author takes it all in the
spirit of the g-.e.
Of course SF can be a very incestuous field.

And with some reviews in fanzines it"s
often difficult to tell if a bad reaction is due to SClDe unfortunate incident at a
Con roe:- party rather than anything to do with the quality of the book itself.

In the natural ecology of literature, reviewers bear the same relationship to
writers a. rodents to a piece of stale cheese. Whether reviewers are predators or
para.ites i . anyone's guess. One thing's certain: their opinions don't necessarily,
or even very often, have much to do with the substance of the books they write about.
Perhaps writer• •hould console themselves W'ith the cliche of prophets in their own
age. Objectivity can'only be reached after 10n9 ex~sure to the test of tiae. And
if that "s true then who can blame inexperienc@d critics for follovin9 Brian Stableford's ex.-ple and never admitting a liking for any book written after 1900.
Of course I'. just saying that because Brian once wrote somethinq extreaely unkind
about a novel of aine. So maybe it wasn't such a hot book after all, but which of
us looks the JK)st like Robert Redford?
A serious ending: we tend too much to take the good. things for granted. Accepting
&11 the failings and the petty squabbles there's one thing I'd like you to keep in
a.1Dd, whether you're intending to try your hand at reviewing books yourself or
vbether you just read them. It's easy to put SF down and pick out the faults, easy
to cc.pare it badly with the rare classics of literature. But it's not a fair comparison, SF is a continuous, mass media, exciting way of life. It's escapism and
it's a philosophy, it demands thought. COlIlpared to most of the books that are
written SF is pretty honest. There's some cynicism, sOlt!e exploitation, but on the
whole the people who write i t and the people who read it believe in it, and with
good reason. There aren't .. lPany things you can say that about.
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THAT'S Er\TERTAINMENT?

Andy Sawyer

Christopher Priest's article in ~ 98 airrored, in part, concerns which I've been
wrestling with for sClIIIe tiJae; ever since, in fact, I last gave up reading SF (something which is beqinning to happen with monotonous regularity:)
Chris's article is,
in part, a heartfelt plea against a tidal wave of mediocrity which is engulfing
science fiction.
If I read him correctly, he sees that the recent 'boom' is in many
ways artificial, creat@d by the fact that alaost anything with the word "star" in
sloping letters on the front cover viII sell, rather than by a genuine upsurge in
creativity and originality. Be attacks the intellectual shoddiness and cynicism of
those who would sU9qest. in practice if not in 90 aany words, that entertainment is
a matter of keeping people sop::>rlfic for an hour or two and that to approach such
'entert&1naent' '11th serious literary intentions is tantaltOUnt to betrayal of the
Holy Concept

-SP-.

SUch concern for the genre's chastity is attractive. Obviously, yo"o1 might feel,
you'd expect a literary purist like Chris Priest to make a fUSS, but when it COIlles
to reality ••• well, W'lfortunate1y even that response doesn't work.
I don't think. (and I'. not going to back up this state.ent because I haven't worked
it out yet, but just call it a 'qut reaction') that treating a book 'as literature'
means each reader taking a ca.DOn approach to it. People want different things frca
'literature'. I, for exaap1e, would probably take a more 'political' view than other
people.
But there are certain aspects which can'L be ignored. A book g04:=S on the market
packaged as 'entertainment'. Fair enough. If it was 'propa9'anda' or 'education' it
would be another package. So we take the primary function of a novel as 'entertainment' •
Approach the problem from a different angle. Co.l~r;mt1y I spend a lot of free time
on the periphery of local politics, 9,>i.n9 to meetings, reading up on particular
issues, arquing, etc. When I l-ec:.d for p.nterr;ainonent 1 want to relax. I want escapism, a retreat from the mundane into d.~.:;;1iIt<j ...-orlds of .•• (cont. on p94.)
So why am I reading les'> SF?
After all, that tlhould ~lve th! proble--lI. Just pick up the latest Anderson or Heinlein o..'ld away ''e go. But it's because SF for me is often not even living up to its
own limite-d standards that 1 get increasingly dissatisfied with the genre. After
finishing Beir.l~in's The Number of the Beast I decided two things: (1) that I had
vasted pubac money on buying the thing for the library, and (11) that I had had it
with SF. I've retracted the latter viev, but I find it deeply disturbing tha~
book which so blatantly had nothing to say should even reach publication stage, let
alone, as I understand it eJ.d, break financial records.
To say, as some people might, that you can have 'entertainment' without 'literature'

is stating che obvious. I've just finished reading a Tan:an book. Badly written,
unpleasant racist vieupoint, unashaliled propaganda, and it kept me turning tt.e pages
until I'd finished. But the trouble with the SF fraternity is that it seems to conceive of no higher level than Edgar Rice Burrouqhs. The simple point that an escapist tale of adventure might be written with a spirit of adventure seems to elude
90IDe people.
(As an aside, I think. this is what perplexes SiJDon OUnsley. Alfred
Bester's books are written with this spirit. They re-atn standard escapist stuff
but t think Bester tr'IedtO play with the conventions of the genre, rather than step
outside. A valid approach, and one which, perhaps, IDOre writers could do vith.) As
does the fact that SF might be mare than escapist tales of adventure -- cl. Darts
Lessinq.
SF, or literature as a ",hole, can't CClllpete directly vith TV, the cinema, or comic
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books. X goOO ccmic book is not the same thing as a good novel, and it seems to me
a waste of time for novelists to write J?aeudo-ccmic strips. I have read a few good
novelisations of TV programmes -- none of them in the SF field! -- adapted by people
who seemed to care about what they were doing, but the inescapable point seems to be
that each form has its strong and weak points and SF should concentrate more on the
strong points of the 'literary' form -- the ability to stimulate and expand the imagination through the use of words -- rather than providing pale reflections of other
forms, or providing just enough stimulous to start the 'hand to the wallet' reflex.
No doubt the writers and critics Chris castigates are sincere in their desire to give
people what they want, and, after all, they have their livings to make, but I think.
there's every difference in the world between 'giving people what they want' and
'giving people what they want -- and no more:' Chris writes: "Entertainment is a
high art." No serious artist gives less than his/her best. CUrrently, SF collectively is neglecting this -- hell, why not face up to the phrase? -- duty, and I hope
that Vector readers support Christopher Priest and the people like him. Otherwise
the SF readership is going to go down with a helluva clunk and there ain't gonna be
another Gernsback or Hollywood-led boom for quite a while.

WU Ll = NONSENSE?

Dave Langford

"In the wide wcmb of uncreated night", it says in Paradise Lost, and what better
description could there be of the formless potentiality of the quantum field? Ah,
those masters of the seventeenth century knew a thing or two. The eighteenth, also:
"When Britain first, at Heaven's command, Arose from out the azure main ••• " Thus
James Thomson, and taking Britain to be a particle-antiparticle pair, the azure main
as the quantum field and Heaven as that annipresent unifying principle we hear so
much about these days, it's patently obvious that the formlessness at the roots of
the new physics was foreseen by our ancestors. There's scme corner of a quantum
field that is forever England. Or, wait a minute, could the Thcmson quote be predicting the action of plate tectonics ("Heaven's command")? Food for thought there.
It is fashionable -- or such people as Fritjof Capra in The Tao of Physics and Gary
Zulcav in The Dancing WU Lt Masters say it is so -- to see deep and meaningful significance in similarities not always as convincing as the above. Like Von Danikens of
the intellect -( ebasely unfair ccmparison, I admit), they assert that there's nothing
new under the sun. The most popular connection is that between the mysterious cosmic
energy ch'i of the neo-Confucians, from which all forms emerge, and the mysterious
quantum"""'field of similar habits. No doubt Bishop Berkeley would have preferred to
equate the quantum field with the Mind of God, but God and Western religion as a
whole are insufficiently fashionable today. In this general connection I can't help
recalling another quotation, from Robert Benchley: "I think: I am violating no confidence when I say that Nature holds many mysteries which we humans have not fathClllled
as yet. Some of them may not even be worth fathClllling."
Not that I want to knock such a pleasant book as The Dancing Wu Lt Masters (subtitled
An Overview of the New Physics): I enjoyed it for the clarity and zest with which it
presented the magic-show of modern physics. It's the oriental connection which seems
dubious, and the dubiousness starts in the very title. Wo Li, we are told, is Chinese for physics -- literally, "patterns of organic energy", which seems rather a
jolly thing to call it. But Zukav goes on to make great play with four "other meanings" ("nonsense", "enlightenment", etc.) which are spurious: first in that they're
not other meanings of the same phrase, but differently written and inflected phrases
which happen to have the same Westernised spelling; and secondly in that they've
been carefully chosen frCllll eighty-odd such "other meanings", making it not too hard
to arrange the mysterious s+gnificances required.
(Far be it from me to point out
the cemment on Zukav' s reasoning implici t in the fact that WO Li sounds a bi t like
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"voolly".) This is just harmless qilQDickry, like the oh-so-subtle numbering of each
section and chapter as number I (recalling A.E. Van Vogt's awful The Pawns of Null-A,
supposedly inspired by Korzybinski' s General Semantics and having all 22 chapters
called "Null-Abstracts")... Perhaps the numbering is meant to show that you can
start anywhere, but the narrative is sufficiently linear that I wouldn' t reccmnend
it.
Indeed, thouqh both Capra and Zultav mutter about zen shock-therapy, the only
scientific book I've seen ~ the method is Carl Linderholm's Mathematics Made
Difficult, which lives up to its title by pitchinq you in at the deep end and then
holding you under. As the blurb truthfully says: "As you read this book t.he ability
to count, let us say, begins to haze out ••• "
Most. oC ZUkav's book 1s an excellent popular-science work, but time and again there
cc:mes a painful creak1nq as the author shoehorns in sane more popular mysticism.
The phrase "merger of physics and psychology" appears often. The creation and destruction of particles is called a dance so that it may be likened to that of Shiva,
and that of Fritjof Capra. SUper light quantum. connectedness is the same as telepathy because telepathy "often appears to happen instantaneously, if not faster".
The time-reversed view of antiparticles must of course resemble the states of timelessness or time-distortion experienced by meditating qurus. The student of physics
will necessarily find value in Buddhism. and vice versa.
All this interesting but unilluminating stuff adds up to a remarkably small portion
of the whole. For 1De it lessens the charm (while increasing the mass and strangeness) of a well-written book. For many others, it will no doubt fOrl!l a major part
of the allure. The practical truth is that while once upon a time mysticism and the
occult would often appear v1th a modicuta of scientific support (remembe,r biorhyttms,
Jt.irlian auras, bendiTICJ .poems?), the fashions have lately changed, and now it's
science which needs lIUpport. Science today sells better wen decked and tinselled
vith oriental mystery -- -.0 wbether or not WU Li means nonsense, the title The
Dancill9' Ik1 Li Masters i . a d.-ned sight more caamercial than An Overviev of---ul"e
Mev Phy8ics.
I wonder whether we should be worried about that?
STANDPOINT?

It has alwaya see.ed to -.e that there is a rather larqe gap l.n the contents of Vector
and 8iailar aa.quines between the articles and the letters.
(I reqard vith contempt
those who perversely insist on interpreting this as referring to the book revievs.
It doe. not.) Article. tend to be written either by professional authors (which goes
to enhance the reputation of the magazine) or by reasonably well-known fans. Though
this viII qeneraUy reallt in veil-written articles there is a danger that the ordinary reader vi 11 feel th. . to be sc:mewhat remote fre. him, that they are sc-ething to
which he cannot aspire. Letters, on the other hand, ceDe from the readers and thus
serve to establish a level of reader participation in the magazine. The dravback
with letters is that they are generally written in response to previous letters or
Articles, rather than being oriqinal in th~selves.
Where, then, does this leave the ordinary reader (again I use this rather patronisinq
term) who feels stronqly about some aspect of SF not previously discussed in the
aa,qazine, but vha doesn't feel confident enouqh to send a full-blown article to the
edi tor?
In Vector, now, it leaves tn.. with "St3lldpoint".
I am looking for short articles Ca maximum of two pages, or 1500 words) about ~
aspect of SF. They need not be 'balanced'; indeed. in 1500 words it is very difficult to be balanced. In sane ways, the more one-sided and controversial the article
the better. Articles may be wri tten specially for "Standpoint". They may be converted from long letters -- as with Andy Sawyer's "That's EntertainDent?" this time.
And I may ask for particularly good "Standpoints" to be expanded into full articles.
Because, actually, article writers are fairly ordinary chaps too.
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OIria IIOtq&n -- THE SHAPE ·OF FtrrURES PAST (Wehb & Bower, 208 pp, £.7. 9S hb, £5.95 pb)
Jl1ct.-l Moorcock -- ENGLAND INVADED (Star. 245 pp, El. 35)
Q.J.nn

(M.) -- THE ROAD TO SCIENCE FICTION: VOL 1, FROM GILGAMESH TO WELLSJ
VOL 2, FROM WELLS TO HEINLEIN; VOL 3. FROM HEINLEIN TO HERE
(New English Library/Mentor, 404pp, 535pp, 656pp respectively,
El-SO each)

ReviMNd by Joseph Nicholas
In hi. 8E'~'. Bead booklet Science Fiction As Science Fiction (which could well have
.u.nJt without trace for all the attention anyone' 5 ever paid to it), Brian Aldiss
devoted a chapter to what, with his tonque only partly in his cheek, he called
·SCleDCe Fiction's Three Birthdays", restating the views that held it to have been
born in either vast antiquity ,with Gilqamesh, or just yesterday, with Huga Gernsback,
or in 1818, with Nary Shelley's Frankenstein -- and not unnaturally poured justified
acorn 00 tJw first two. Those who've read Aldiss's Billion Year Spree will know his
rea~. for picking the latter theory: because it was about that time that the concept of cbaDqe, visible social and technoloqical change fostered by the Industrial
Revolution and the scientific discoveries of the day, and the idea that the future
would be _a-.Jrably different from the present first entered public awareness, and
one can't _lp but agree with him. Certainly this is the theory upheld by Chris
IIorqan, whoM book, subtitled "The Story of Prediction" and covering the fiction
written in the period 1800 - 1945, is intended to demonstrate people's reactions to
thi. and their hopes and fears for the futures their children would live to see.
The book i8 organised thematically, its chapters devoted to such subjects as war,
. .tire, escapism, wish-fulfilment, dystopias, utopias, alien contact and, last but
not le••t, serious predictions: those speculations which their authors intended to
be r~arded not as playful thoughts but as actual possibilities.
These predictions
are, not aarprisingly, the only ones that (for the most part) have been in any way
realiMdj those contained in the other chapters range from the sublime (the utopias
and dylltopiae of Bellamy, Morris and Wells) to the ridiculous (the escapism and
vieh-fulfllaent of more authors, most now completely forgotten, than I have space to
mention -- although I particularly liked the sound of John Mastin' s Through the Sun
in an Air.hip). The trouble is, of course, that to modern eyes almost all of the
"predictive- fiction of the nineteenth century, no matter how seriously it might have
been intended, now seems ridiculous, and will be virtually impossible to read without
smilinq -- but they are nevertheless worth remembering and studying because they demonstrate that what we now think of as science fiction, a distinct literary genre with
its own -rule.- and self-erec'bed barriers, was once an integral part of mainstream
fiction, read and accepted as such by all and sundry without a murmur of dissent: a
point which the book makes very clear.
The danger of a book. like Morgan's, however, is that it can elevate these stories to
a poaition of unjustified importance, ascribing to them an influence that they did
not and do not po••ess. By far the greatest amount of SF that's ever been has been
written since 1945 and the greatest number of SF writers that have ever been are
alive today, and in the face of this those few nineteenth century writers who concerned themselve_ Yith the future are next to insiqnificant. Then, too, the book
ha_ certain specific draWbacks, most notably its tendency (perhaps as the result of
• de.ire for cc.prehensive coverage) to merely swzmarise the plots of the works in
question without devoting enough ~ce to discussions of the social and technological
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contexts in which they were written, without which we cannot understand how or why
they came to be. The book also lacks a bibliography of the said works -- and while
a comprehensive bibliography would have been near impossible, some sort of chronology
of the most important or influential or enduring novels and stories would have been
a valuable asset.
It's interesting, however, to turn to an anthology of the type of fiction Morgan
discusses: Michael Moorcock' s England Invaded, the second half of Before Armageddon
(the first half of which was published under that title a few years ago and is now,
alas, unobtainable), in which he wished to show how what was then termed "scientific
romance" developed from a "messianic yarning pamphlet" (in this case G.B. Chesney's
The Battle of Dorking) to a "sophisticated moral fiction" (and in t.his he does
rather score over Horgan, mainly because he can show whereas Horgan can only describe
-- but their aims are different and such comparisons are invidious). It was originally intended to be published as one volume, and its split renders this second half
woefully unbalanced, since two-thirds of it is taken up by Saki's excellent short
novel When william Came (first published in 1913), in which an English gentleman
returning from illness-interrupted travels abroad finds that in his absence the xaiser's Germany has conquered, almost bloodlessly, an all-but-unprepazed Britain, but
that life is continuing virtually unchanged. Like many of the other, similar stories
of its time (all inspired by Chesney), it was prophesying a warning and, as Morgan
says, its restrained and unsensationalist approach imbues it with a terrible realism
and believability. For me, however, the most interesting story in the book is Fred
C. smale' s "The 1Jxluction of Alexandra Seine: a Tale of the Twentieth Century" (first
published in 1900): its science is rubbish and its chase-and-capture plot pure melodrama, but it has about it something that is popularly supposed not to have appeared
in SF until the advent of John W. Campbell and Robert Heinlein in the 1940s, to whit,
the acceptance of future technologies as given and their integration into the story
without reams of plodding explanation. This isn't to say that Campbell and Beinlein
were simply copying &Dale (they'd doubtless never heard of him), but it is to say
that their "achievement" isn't as revolutionary or as original as it's often claimed.
Heinlein of course figures in the titles of two of Gunn's The Road to Science Fiction
anthologies, so one can see that he is ascribed such importance in certain quarters.
But Gunn's capabilities as a critic have to le viewed with a certain amount of suspicion: on the eighth page of his introduction to the first volume, From Gilgamesh
~ , for instance, he's discussing whether or not The Odyssey is "science fictional" enough to be counted as one of the genre's predecessors (and I was groaning
aloud). Brian Aldiss has elswhere (Billion Year Spree) identified this attitude as
a species of bizarre colonialism: the desire to legitimise a recently created genre
by extending it as far back into literary history as possible, subsuming into it
anything that seems to possess remotely similar characteristics. This approach is
more prevalent amongst American than British critics but is still hopelessly off the
point; while one might reasonably state that the satires, utopias and wonderful
journeys of the past are antecedent to SF, it is because SF has appropriated from
them and not because it is directly descended frail them. Gunn also propounds a
rather Gernsbackian view of SF in general. claiming that it' 5 mainly: concerned with
the triumphing of man over his environment via the powers science gives him and thus
finding the justification to hit out at Aldiss's choice of Frankenstein as the first
identifiable SF novel because it operates from the basis that there are scme things
man was not meant to know -- in which respect it' 6 rather strange for him later to
acclaim H.G. Wells as one of its three "true fathers", since most if not all of
Wells's most influential SF vas (in Aldiss's marvellous phrase) about hubris getting
clobbered by nemesis.
What rankles more than this sort of inconsistency. however, is the avowedly American
bias of much of the criticism which, particularly in the second and third volumes,
concentrates on the American magazines to the virtual exclusion of everything else.
One can't deny the fact that without them the literature wouldn't be as we know it
now (which statement you may take hovever you wish), but he has a tendency to push
theza as The Whole Of The Law, which they most certainly weren't -- and it is one of
the satisfactions of Horgan's The Shape of Futures Past that when discussing the
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period 19bO - 1945 he devotes very little space indeed to the SF magazines: a refreshing counterbalance to the by now rather well-worn and repetitive stuff that continues to pour forth about Gernsback and Campbell and others of their ilk. Despite
which, Gunn does have sane useful and perceptive comments to make about the concerns
of and influences upon the genre of they, Boucher and GOld, slotting them neatly into
their historical and cultural frameworks -- although, like many an American critic
before him, he seems uncertain about the influence of Moorcock and the New WOrlds-led
-Hew wave-, acknowledging that part of its inspiration was derived fraD a desire to
extend the boundaries of genre SF but failing to realise that it also arose frc:m a
desire to create what might (for want of a better term) be called a "truly British SF".
With the choice of stories, however, Gunn is on firmer ground. Those reprinted in
the last half of the second and the majori ty of the third volumes -- by Van Vogt,
Aat.ov, Beinlein, Bradbury, Leiher, Clarke, Bester, Harrison, Ballard, Pohl, Delany,
bight and Russ, to name only a few -- do have the drawback of overfamiliarity, but
given that the series is aimed more at the newcaDer, the reader who has recently
diaoovered SF and wishes to know more of its history and high points, than the alre-.:ty knowledgeable fan or critic, this is perfectly acceptable (not to mention the
f.et that the stories are excellent examples of the points he wishes to make, and
excellent in their own right to boot).. The first volume will perhaps be more enduring because of its reprinting of much -- by More, Campanella, Bacon, Kepler, Swift,
SblIlley, Foe, Haggard, Bellamy and lUpling -- that the die-hard fan might otherwise
DOt rem, a COIImlent which applies equally to me, since it was Nathaniel Bavthorne's
-ltappaccini's Daughter-, included here, which made me go out and buy his The Scarlet
letter and Selected Tales, and I've been kicking myself for having previously ignored
Ma.. ADd if the book can inspire such then it can at least be said to have fulfilled
. . .ry valuable function ..
IiIorqan's book could very well have the same sort of effect: as he himself says in
hi. introduction, it is "not intended as a rigorous textbook" but is "to be enjoyed",
and his own enthusiasm for his subject is ably COllI:Dunicated to the reader (this
reader, anyway; I didn't care much for nineteenth century "proto-SF" before, but must
confess that I now feel the vaque stirrinqs of a burgeoning if unformed interest in
it ..... ) Of the books under review here, it's the one I reCOlllXlend the most: a book
through which one can browse at leisure or use as a working quide to the scientific
rc.ances of the nineteenth century. The Moorcock anthology does, as previously reaarked, suffer frOUl being only the second half of a proposed single volume, and the
Gunn anthologies suffer fraD their (to me) inadequately reasoned critical foot notes
but both are in their own ways enjoyable and illuminating ..

Bz'lan V. Aldiss -- MOREAU'S OTHER ISlAND (Jonathan Cape, 174pp, £4.95)
Reviewed by Steev Riggins

Brian Aldiss first attempted a pastiche of B.G. Wells 14 years ago in his awardwi.nnJ.nq -The Saliva Tree", and similar excursions have since been attempted by such
writer. as disparate as Christopher Priest and JCarl Alexander. Moreau's other Island,
however, ls more than simply pastiche or tribute. Its iaaediate predecessor in
Aldi.s ' • oeuvre is Frankensteln Unbound, which novel, like this one, followed up his
~ t s ~ the mythic force and function of SP in Billion Year Spree by an exercise in conscious myth-creation using established imagery and symbols.
Thus it i8 that we find Wells's The Island of Dr Moreau was more than merely fiction,
but closely based on an actual case. With nuclear war imminent, the descendants of
the 8urqically anthropomorphised Beasts are utilised as breeding stock in a new progr-.e of experimentation under Mortimer Dart, an obsessive thalidanide given mobility by an exoskeleton and a motorised wheelchair with an impressive array of optional
extra8.. Meanwhile the US Under-Secretary of State, Roberts, crashes in the Pacific
when returning fraD desperate neqotiations on the Moon, and drifts on his life raft
to the i.land.
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1'be Island of Or Moreau "'as a very eophisUcated parable. On its siaplest level i t
vas • • •sterly rest.telH.nt of the rrankenstein theae of science getting out of control (atill SF's .c.t original contribution to our technological culture) and at the
__ u..e .. SViftian aetaphor of aan \ hJ1e,self struggling between his basic, bestial
nature and the veneer of intelligence, vith Moreau as an Mlbivalent creator. At its
.cat profound. the seasts are also syabolic of the horrors of our own su.bconscious,
a point Aldiss restates on the first page of his novel when be characteri:!M!s the
Pacific, in vhich they are found, as the subconscious of the world.

It is the latter two th~s to which Aldia. pays the most attention. Mbere wells'.
seast. were a single. undifferentiated aen_ee, Aldiss's best characters e-erqe fre:.
a.cng his. and are treated far IaOre .~pathetica.lly. They are hopelessly COD.fused
as to their role, equipped with too liaJ.ted an intelligence to cope with this crisis
of icSentity and exploited through this by the lnaans. When they tinal.ly revolt, it
is obaerved that -these actual beasts were advancing from the an.iaal to the tuaaD-,
althouqh the real -.eaning of this phrase aight be -juvenile to adult-.
(ot.ber po. .ihilities are also suggested, such as when the Dutch overseer Maastricbt declare.:
-I know all about the proles.-)
Beast, child, both or whatever, Roberts, unsyapathetic a hero as he aight be, i • •
hero in the classic sens. as he cc.es to understand the nature of the island oUld its
expert.ent. From his retrieval frea the sea (Freudian enouqh for you?), the DOYel
can be read as a p4rable of his self- discovery. Be is constantly having to throw
out his self-deceptions as he progresses, finally discovering that the i.land i.
effectively hi. own subconscious.
By

now Ald.i •• is leaving wells behind, using the original

ia~ery

to writ. hi. own

boo);:.
The t..hmte which finally emerges vi th the discovery of the third .t.qe of
Dart' s proqr~ is one which has appeared a great deal in Aldis.'. re~t won, that
of the yin-yango duality of h~an nature. In an article in J'oUDdaticm 17, Al41_ ct._
crl.bed well.'. view of the scientific utopia of the future ~ i M d by haY1DlJ
-les. doqshit on the pa~nt-, in other word., all yanq. The: novel'. final _ • . . , .

1. a warning aqaJ.n.t the continued opposition of the two.
Al.41••". gradual a.sertion of hi. own book over • pastiche or -updated Yer.lcm- i .
alrrored iD the ten itself.
Iqnor1Dq the prologue, the opeD.1Dg' chapter. (.-s-c1ally
the firat) f0110w Me11. quite CloMly, with the apace ab.1ttl. x.da .w.tJ.tu.ted for
t:M 8Il1.p
and the 1llO'ftl.". DUrator being the only OM:~the tk'_ to • .cape
the er..... 'lh;) 8UrYive. the jou.rDey a!loard the raft to be picked up. In ita relltra1ae4
ar.t: per_ aarrat1'ft; .tyle it
Maigfted to be deliberately r - u u - . . t of . .U.
~ tM obw'lou.. foDlality .-plo}l"M! by . .y, Chriatopher Prie8t.
UD.~t8ly,

!:!!!l....!.!!!

thi. p.l.a,- rob. A1cH•• of

~

of the richne.s of hi. best, unrestricted

~.

1Ddeed, the dalDqer with thi. kind of thinq is that the freahnes. can be lon throul.Jh
its -second-band- nature. Thi.
problells for both the writer, who aay find it
difficult to sustai.n belief in the authenticity of its backgrOUDd and ~ r y thaD
be would in that of hi. own creation, and the reader, who aay feel be" • .eeD it all
before. '1'bere i . little fresh in AlM.s's evocation of hi. sett.1Dq, laOat of hi.
c1escrlptioo i . -mdane detail: -the air w.s fresh-, -the sky ",as blue-, -the harbour
w. . constructed of coocrete-filled.
There i . nothing characteriatic ~ t
the island, for all i t . -feel- it could a. ea.ily have been in Antarctic a. the
Pacific. In the . . . . way I found readiDq ltD-.J.ea of the Systea auch lUte watchlDg
a cheap 'TV production with cardboard sets, A.l41 •• 's only apparent interest in his
stock IlPAceships and such lying in the "'.y they could be used to place • bunch of
-ee-unist.- in a po.ition in wbich they could aake idiots of thalselves.

po".

.andbag'.-.

rrc.

both that book and this it se_a that Aldl •• aay be growing llare concerned with
the . . . . .ge over the
Thi. wa. Wells'. eventual faili..Dq: he bec~ lapatient
&Dd ceased writing sophisticated parable. lUte More&u in favour of proclai.aing' the
~ t of his beloved 8Ci~tific utopia in tu.rqid DCXl-ooveh like The Shape of '!'h1nqs
'1'0 cc... Al41s.'. deterioration i . of a l ••ser order but, if it goe. any furthe.r, i t
;rut;; equally l-.entable.

aedi....
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Marvin Kaye -- THE INCREDIBLE UMBRELIJ\ (Robert Hale, 218pp, £5.50)
Reviewed by Janice Haule
This is a thorough example of how to write a book without using any imagination of
your own. St.-ply select half a dozen out-of-copyright fictional creations which
other people have laboured to make meDlorable and well-loved, and steal their characters with which to populate your "own" work.
Altbouqh this approach has proo.uced some excellent novels (Exit Sherlock Holmes by
Robert Lee Ball being a particularly good example) The Incredible umbrella lacks the
nece••ary ingredient of creative extrapolation, without which the result is merely
a eerie. of poor pastiches linked together by the flimsiest of plot devices -- in
this ca. . , the constant losing of the umbrella J. Adrian Fillmore needs to return to
his own diaension.
Mazvin xaye uses a variety of locations and personae, but the main emphasis is on
the Gilbert and Sullivan operettas and the Sherlock Holmes stories, and it is obvious
that he ha. rather more knowledge of these works than of those which make only minor
appearance. - but the former are more integral to the plot and the chapters concerned with t~ do contain a few amusing details (such as Arthur Conan Doyle's writing
of PilJ..ore into one of his Sherlock Hoimes stories). Since the book was originally
publiahed in three distinct parts it seems fair to suggest that several of the minor
scenes have been included in order to glue the other, more significant, scenes together. Indeed, one of the minor scenes appears to have been developed for the sole
purpoH of allowing Kaye to make an atrocious pun.
It is unfortunate, hCNever,
inter--.ctJ..enaional umbrella.
of these qualities, will be
for old cbaracters" genre.
and a good atory, it offers

that he was unable to make better use of the idea of the
The book is neither caaic nor clever and, lacking either
of limited appeal even to collectors of the "new stories
To the average SF reader wanting originality, excitement
nothing.

Ian Natson -- THE GARDENS OF DELIGHT (Gollancz, 176pp, £6.95)
Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
I greeted Natson's first novel, The Embedding, ecstatically, but have reacted with
progreasively less fervour to each succeeding novel as it has charted his decline.
In the and I could do little but decry someone who seemed to be doing everything in
his power to keep alive all that was bad about science fiction' 5 so-called "Golden
Aqe". ttatson has publicly adopted an anti-literature stance reflected in books that
lack all literary qualities and, indeed, are little IDOre than tedious lectures on
se-e favourite theme.
I _ not about to undergo a change of heart, to enter some private CUltural Revolution and cc.e out praising the only saviour of modern SF. After reading his new
novel, however, I am prepared to look with a little more favour upon what may follow
fraa his pen.
The Gardens of Delight is not well written, but the failure here is not always the
cc.plete inability to turn a nice phrase that has marred Watson' s work in the past.
There are in fact aizeable chunks of this book that are actually over-written.
perhaps his chosen subject-matter demands this attempt at literary quality, since
he has created a world that mirrors the fabulous tryptych of Hieronymous Sosch and,
just as the original painting was a prodigious imaginative feat, so to use it as the
setting for a novel requires some poetry frOlll its writer. But in his career to date
Watson has not allowed himself to build up the literary arsenal necessary for such a
conquestJ the demands of this book run directly counter to everything he has stood
for, and though he tries manfully to overcome his self-imposed deficiencies he does
not quite lDanaqe it. Still, for the fact that he tries and, buried lIIIlongst the
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rubble of his jargonese, achieves several surprising felicities of style, The Gardens
of Delight is to be welcaDed with at least sane hope for the future.
Nevertheless, Watson still has a long way to go to make any significant improvement
in his wri'tinq. The characters who troop dutifully through the carefully planned
tribulations of Hell, Heaven and. the Garden of Earthly Delights are as paper-thin as
ever, all hWllan depth sacrificed to make them lDOuthpieces for some easily-identifiable point of view. And when they have adopted a suitably dramatic pose for the next
little lecture Watson wants them to deliver, all they speak is a gobbledegook that
nobody in his right mind would ever utter. The philosophy that played such an i.portant 1n The ElD.bedding and The Jonah Kit was the genuine article, well handled, but
The Gardens of Delight reads as though he has simply picked up a primer on the works
of Junq, and perhaps one or two other elementary textbooks chosen more or less at
randa.., since the dialogue consists almost wholly of und1gested chunks from this research. As for the plot: it is a neat little odyssey that takes the principal characters through each panel of the tryptych in turn but really acts as no more than a
vehicle for Watson's metaphysical games with the idea of God. He doesn't even vary
things with the odd red herring; you know that every time SCIlleone makes a brilliant
deduction frem little or no evidence then he is certain to be right.
Finally, I should mention that Gollancz have published The Gardens of Delight under
their Fantasy imprint -- but it is no more fantasy than any of Watson's other novels,
so could it be that Gollancz are involved in a desperate attempt to find a new
audience for their wayward author?

OCtavia E. Butler -- WILD SEED (Sidgwick

&

Jackson, 248pp, E6.95)

Reviewed by Bill Carlin
In a review of OCtavia Butler's previous novel, Kind of My Mind, in Inferno a few
.clnths ago, I said that I was looking forward to her future develop:a.ent as an author
of note. I can now report that some progress has been made along her road to eventual sta.r&., but I'm not at all sure that I like the direction the road is taking.
Par those who have followed her career this far with interest, I have, as they say
in the best hospital jokes, some good news and 6CIIle bad news.
The good news is that Zelazny'. ghostly influence seems to have been thoroughly exorci.ed frOlD her storytelling. The bad news involves a stagnant plot, which is IDOre
or less a rehash of the previous novel's, and a liberal sousing with literary saccharine in places where it has grown dangerously thin through overuse. Alarm bells
started ringing in .y subconscious when I first saw the book's dust jacket, featuring
as it does a very nicely painted dragon, all pastel colours and cuteness. Dragons
do not appear in the novel and in retrospect the coy little reptile may be intended
to represent a serpent of some kind, but it still 9ave me a nasty turn. Bad Ms
Butler leaped onto the McCaffrey bandwagon in an attempt to cash in on the success
of yet another, better-known fantasy author? I began reading with bated breath •••
Tbe author's favourite plot details, as usual, the love/hate relationship between two
god-like IllUtants, one of whaD is Daro, the anti-hero of the previous novel, pictw:ed
in an earlier phase of his eternal life. Anyanwu, the 1.DDortal wise-wc.an of an
Mrican tribe, emerges within the first few paragraphs as his lover and adversary.
Setting off with him for the New WOrld in 1690 with the dream of raising a flock of
unusual children, she discovers that he envisions a future in which the stud farm
has replaced the family unit. Inevitably, a conflict between the archetypal dcminant
aale and the cc.passionate eternal female soon develops. Inevitably, Ms Butler
sploys the old showdown trick at the novel' s cliJD.ax.

Considering the period in which Wild Seed is set, 1690 - 1840, it's not
that it reads very like a hi.tor~asy which in parts seems a bad
Marquet Mitchell and Nary Stewut. An occasional razor-blade of harsh
through the velvet fabric, but never strikingly enough to convince that
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surprising
mixture of
realism juts
reader that

the author is attempting to say anything of uportance. Hopefully she'll eventually
purge the pointless chain of prequels from her syste- (this one is more confusing
than enlightening) and move on to better things. Though she may be pandering to an
audience ....ha have enjoyed the fortll.ula of ber previous books, to stick to such a
course would be a disastrous waste of obvious ta1ent.
Despite its faults, however, Wild Seed is a cut above most of the fare currently
available in the fantasy market and provides an hour or two of straight entertainment for the undemanding reader. Strangely enouqh, I still have vague hopes that
Ms Butler will blosSOlll into an important writer within the SF field -- but I wouldn't
stick my neck out after this one.

C.J. Cherryh -- HmII'ER OF WORLDS (Orbit. 254pp, El. 50)
Reviewed by Brian smith
With one third and one first place in last year's Hugo Awards, the seellungly inevitable a&rch of C.J .Cherryh towards the throne of Leigh Brack.ett shows every sign of
This 1977 novel (its relative age in the Cherryh canon being
betrayed by its three word title with the word ·of· in the aiddle) predates and is
unconnected with her Faded SUn trilogy, yet is in some ways its precursor -- certainly
a .t.iluity of spiri~e larger work is apparent. In an unstatedly distant
future, man has developed starflight and encountered other intelligent races, with
wtv::. he maintains uneasy relations. But there are no racial power struggles to be
found here. Man, the JCa1lia and the .-aut tread warily in space on the sufferance
of the all-powerful iduve, an ancient race which has abandoned its homeworld (largely, I suspect, to avoid destroying each other) to live aboard vast Voyaging Ships,
which .aintain intense clan rivalries. The story is that of Aiela. a Kallia conscripted into the service of the iduve ship ·Ashanome" and then placed into mental
linkage with another J::allia and a human to bee<ae a tool in the ship's vendetta againat a solitary iduve, who is hiding SCGlewhere in the galaxy. Aiela's task is a
dangerous one. for his new masters are ruthless and Wlpredictable. Though uncertain
of what is required of him, the penalties for failure (or for unwitting insult of
the lduve) are made qui te clear.

becc.i.nq a stalllpede.

As an ezample of up-market space opera, it's quite successful. The plot wends its
way fairly SDOOthly, though it is given no help at all by Cherryh's custOlllary trick
of inserting seemingly endless aIIlOWltS of at.ost Wlpronounceable consonant-loaded
a.l1en words (often concealing quite faailiar concepts), necessitating reference to
the glossary at the back about three times per page. However. the major elements of
the plot are nothing short of historical. The confrontations between Aiela and the
iduve aatriarch Chimele can be traced back to the 1930s stories ·Out of Night" and
~ of Aesir" by John w. campbell Jnr, while Chimele herself is descended from
ea.pbell' 5 Sarn Mother and A. Merritt' s Snake Mother (fr~ The Face in the Abyss).
The ~l1sm is no accident. Chime le is i.Ddeed a surrogate mother-figure for
Aiela as he grows and adjusts to the larger, 80re cc.plez war·ld he will inhabit as
a servant of the rulers of the galaxy. The novel thus reveals itself to be simply
a maturation myth, together with some rather obvious asides on the pitfalls of
anthropc:.orphism (just because it looks like you doesn't mean it ~ like you •.. )

But derivative though BWlter of Worlds certainly is. Cherryh's style is never less
than caapetent, and does achieve some .emorable peaks. The awful traUllla of direct
.Dental contact with a being whose deepest instincts and drives are almost completely
alien to your own is particularly well conveyed, as is the predicament of the human,
Daniel, beset by terror and confusion at the circuastances that overtake him. All
of which, strangely enough, fills me with trepidation. The success of the Faded Sun
trilogy shows that there is a ready market for this kind of book, and Cherr~
therefore in great danger of typecasting herself as a writer of merely above average
space opera. Though she will never attain the stature of a LeGuin. she is capable
of better things than this.
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MArion Zi_er Bradley -- TWO TO CONQUER (Daw, 335pp, '2.25)
Reviewed by Ian Williuas
I'. not really into cults and find th~ growing tendency, especially of Mericans. to
organise subfandoms around one author' s work or series unhealthy, not to say juvenile.
They write whole fanzines about the finer points of the imaqined culture and take on
naaes fre- the bc>oks. It's even vorse when the author takes it as seriously as Bradley 80 obviously does: her iaDediately preceding Daw book, The Keeper's Price,' was
an anthology of stories about Darkover by her and some of the "Friends of Darkover",
in which the Priends were noticeably more interested in the trappings than in what
Bradley was actually saying. Although Darkover is a convincing world with a detailed
culture, history, mores, ecology and so forth, since 1971 Bradley has been using its
haunted, feudal, ESP-ridden landscape as a background for her CClllllllentaries on the
psycho-sexual-social obsessions and neuroses of aiddle America. The WOrld Wreckers
(1971) dealt with sexual prejudices; The Beritage of Bastur (1975; the breakthrough
novel for both popular and critical acclaia) occupied itself with he-osexuality and
love between.en (not necessarily the same thing): The Shattered Chain (1976) was a
acre overt polea1c about feainis and .ale reaction to it; and The Porbidden Tower
(1977) was about group .arriage (an overst..plification but not, I think, a distortion).
Bradley, a qood storyteller, aanaqed to work these thules neatly into her Darkovan
settinq, inteqrating both with sympathetic portraits of flawed human beings -- unlike
Anne McCaffrey, with whom Bradley is often unfairly compared, she can both write and
thJ.nk.
Ber . , . t recent Darkover novel, Two To Conquer, is concerned with two things. The
first i . the story, about the formation of the Cc:apact It-lUng weapons to basically
swords and knives (1.e nothing long-range), which is historically very important to
the Mrles as cost of the books are set long after this era. The second thing Is
the thelte: rape.
Q') first encountering the main protagonist and viewpoint character, Bard di Asturien,
I thouqht he would be the villain who finally 'lot his just desserts. Be's certainly
pretty unpleasant: despite having honours heaped upon h1.. in his aid-teen8, he is
neurotic about his bastardy and suspicious to an almost paranoid degree of everyone's
.ctives. Bis attitude to wemen is even less wholesc.e -- they are just things to
fuck -- and since his esper ability can compel them to his bed he is able to screw
tt.e. indi8criminately (including even hi. betrothed's twelve-year-old maid.)
He rationalises all this with the claim that despite their protests and tears they really
wanted it all alonq -- and how aany tt-ea have you beard of that being offered as a
rapist's defence in ill court of law7 But Bard is, astonishinqly, portrayed not without s~pathy, Bradley depicts hi. qrowlng and aaturing as ill m-a.n being, developing
into a chari • •tic figure as he be:cc.:.es involved with the political and ail1tary
aanoeuverinq that surrounds the establi st.ent of the Cc.pact.

Set against Bard's psychosis is the destruction wreaked. upon the face of Darkover and
its .-en and children by the ESP-constructed weapons (horrors which the c:c.pact is
intend.c! to end), a rape of the enviro~nt by which I prestBe Bradley is trying to
a1rror the rape of wc.en. But if so, she fails because, for the first time in the
o.rkO'l'er series, she faUs to blend her the.e with her plot, and Two To Conquer is
1D eonaequence: one of her least successful books. The alternating storylines of
aard,'s personal probl• • and the political aanoeuverinq relating to the ee-pact do
not gell. One detracts frea. the other and the constant shifting of focus becc.es an
irritat.1on. Bard's final, artificially (via ESP) induced insiqht into his own nature
is unconvincinq. The tvo strands of the novel battle conUnuoualy and nei thee wins.
'I'hIl -.diu. is too obviously not the _saaqe.
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Virginia 1idd (Bd.) -- THE E'CE OF THE HERON AND O'TBER S'roRIES (Granada, 251pp, £1.25)
Cbel--. QUinn Yarbro - CAUTIONARY TALES (Sidqwiclc & JackHOn. 207pp, £6.50)
Reviewecl by Janioe Mau1.e
'!'be past few years have been .acked by a significant influx of W'CIllen wri ters into the
sr field and a correspondingly large debate about the -role- of waaen in SF. These
bIo boc*a, both originally published in the USA in 1978, inevitably contribute to
the discussion.

¥1rcJULla 1idd' 5 antholoqy is a quite deliberate piece of trumpet-blowing, containing
- _ it does s1JI: stories all written by ~en in which the central characters are also
all -.en. The editor's introduction (which aakes reference to the book' 5 original
title, 1l111e.nJ.al wa.e.n) e.pbasises the authors' choice of ·soft- sciences and the
~le.' taa&n ele.ent, as thouqh these qualities are to be found only among the work
of -.en writers. Whether or not this proposition has any truth to it, such qualit1_ do DOt, Oft the evidence of this book at least, necessarily result in good SF.
OIl t:Ile poaitiye side, however •••

Ho-one can doubt Ursula LeGuin's ability as a wri..a her DOVell., which gives the anthology its n . .e (presumably because it was
felt. that she would sell better than a collection of patently feminist stories),
t a•• up over hA.lf the book. It concerns the colonisation of a planet by t.wo groups
w:I.th ~ta.lly opposing philosophies and takes as l.ts theme the proposition that
.-:cept-lice of ooe"s cultural and societal backgrow.d should be a conscious decision
raUlM' than a sul:aission to the inevitable; th3t It ~hould always be possible to walk
Bat it is scarcely ODe of her -.ore distingULshed pieces: the plot is predictabl• ..s the characters, althouqh distinct and JDeIl:crable individuals, are too sharply
41~ into goodies and baddies despite which the story is saved from itself by
U. dM:aratioo of its narrative with those SIIIall touches of descriptive imaqination
at whl.c:Il LeGui.n excels.

ter

_y.

If ooly the reaainder of the collection could catch up to even this below-par LeGuin.
'ftae beat. of the rest is the Jean D. Vir.llJe Novelette, -Phoenix In The Ashes-, incredibly ~t1y naaed since the stories preceding it are such as to make this rather average tale: . . . positively interesting. COn8idered in isolation, however, it is no
. . . . than a pot-boiler centred OIl a Mosle.-type cc:.:.un1ty in a post-holocaust America:
the plot i . uninventive and uneventful and the characters as dull as the life they
leat. Of the r.-ain1nq four stories, one is inccaprehensible, one a piece of femini . plf'Cll*Janda., one has DO SF cootent at all and. one would be .are appropriately
pl.--lin a children'. anthology. They have in ~ n aale characters ..,ho are weak,
eelUIIb. u.ncarinq aDd stupid, and they all lack any real understanding of the ways
. . *IdI to entertAin the reAder.
Aa

for the case that ..-en have _eth.ing special to contribute to SF, The
Heroo and other Stories fails dilaally to convince.
-

~ce

. , . of

u..

By cantraat, Chelsea Qui.nn Yarbro's cautionary Tales, a collection with no overt
I.e-...qe. to push, C'OUld well convince doubters that the -fe.inist- SF writer does
have _ _ vortlwhile contribution to aake. At first, her style can make the qoing
difficult - t.be reader's initial iapressiOll is that the aeaning is so subtly woven
into t.be DarT_live as to be inextricable, but with fca.iliarity this feeling vanishes,
and one can bel}1n to appreciate the a~sphere 80 well conveyed by this selfsaDle
style. Most of the stories are, as befits a volume with such a title, imbued with
an ai.r of aenace, aDd have above all a strong visual sense which adds plausibility
vbe.re i t ai9bt ot.berwise be 1a.dt:1nq. SmIe of the characters, rather than representiDq real people, have a .ore sy.bolic role to fill, but t.his in no way detracts from
the vAlue of t.be stories as a whole. The aessages are conveyed by indirect means,
t.h:rclugb tbe ez:.-ple of the per9Ol1ae;: ~ are treated and behave as equal to men
t.hrc:Juqbcut. There is DO propaganda., no heavy-handed emphasis on one sex at the expenae of the other, and the book is all the better for it.
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Frederick Pohl. -- BEYOND THE BWE EVENT RJRIZON (Gollancz, 327pp. E5.95)
Reviewed by Bill carlio
casting lDy mind back to last year. when I read Gateway for the first (and only) time,
I can vaguely remember thi.nlt.ing that it was urdoubtedly the best rw;>vel that Pohl had
ever written. somehow it managed to capture the essence of the wry, sardonic humour
that lies at the heart of his best short fiction while te:rapering it to suit the ongoing .boom in high-technology space opera. On the ....hole it was an enjoyable, wellwritten OOok -- but never destined to be a classic. It had nevertheless already won
the Huqo, Nebula and John W Camp,ell MeDlOrial Awards. so I resolved to keep my mouth
tiraly shut while awaiting further developments. It came as no surprise to learn
that a sequel was io the works and, as expected. Beyond The Blue Event Horizon sticks
to very lIluch the 5aJIIe formula as its progenitor.
Robin Broadbead, now a~st entirely free of his crushing guilt complex -- the curinq
of whicb took l:p 50 percent of Gateway's plot -- is living the life of a rich man on
Earth while his hard-von wealth SIOosors an expedition to a -Food Factory" constructed by the .ysterious Beecbee on the edge of the solar system. His motives for doing
this are to increase his personal wealth and, less superficially, to foster his hope
fro. the black bole in which she becaJDe entrapped during the last half of the first
novel. So IlUch for one subplot. The other concerns the expedition team (which
includes a twerpish adolescent girl) and its involve-ent with an orphaned teenage boy
found wandering around. the ancient Heechee hardware like an amnesiac Tarzan-of-thespaeeways. The boy talks about his relationship with such curious creatures as "the
Dead Men", who turn out to be the recorded life essences of Gateway prospectors listed as missing, and "the Old Ones" who. we're led to believe. might just be the vanlshed l:leechee themselves. With a fortune guarante<!d if they can be the first to discover the inscrutable architects of the Gateway asteroid, the team enlists the boy's
help and flies off tovards the rw;>vel's cliaactic scenes before anyone has the chance
to say -Take me to your leader".
It may seem like the st.uff of low-grade space opera when thus encapsulated. but Pohl
adds so.e stylish tri.aa.ings in the foOl of several curious nilllOr subplots. There
are, for example, a wave of strange fever e?id_ics closely linked to the functions
of the orbiting factory, a sCAttering of veiled stabs at the hypocrisy of the
American Dream, an ex-nazi who threat.ens world safety simply by dreaming, and an
anthropomorphic computer program punched out in the image of Einstein which doubles
as Broadhead's scientific adviser and. psychiatrist. Bard science is important to
IDOst of the proceedings, but Pohl makes even this palatable by having the marvels of
the wriverse explained to his adolescent laymen in terms well within the intellectual
grasp of an '0' Level physics class; and pulls off the trick without making the reader's teeth grate.
'DJouqb generally well--written and equally as enjoyable as its "lIlOther book". an
eleaent of untidiness creep5 in at the tail-end of the novel when the Heechee make
a brief, solitary appearance to provide a convenient solution to Broadhead's black
bole dilemma; and the pcesent lie of the land suggests that another sequel might well
be lOOllling beyond the horizon.
I f you liked Gateway then Beyond. the Blue Event
I:Iorizon will strike you as marvellous -- but everyone else had better run for cover
before the parade begins.

Robert Silverberg -- LORD VALENTINE' 5 CASTLE (Gollancz, 444pp. E6.95)
Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas
"If you can't be great. be big!" is an adage whose propounder I can't remember. but
at present there see:ras no shortage of such big bcMJks, all with hundreds of pages.
casts of thousands and nighly-detailed imaginary cul tural backgrounds. As a means
of escape frOlll the grimy spectre of orginary everyday reality. such novels are hard
to beat. and the awfulness of our current reality is now bringing them out in droves.
Even authors you wouldn't naimally expect to turn out such tomes are clambering
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aboard the gatheriDIJ bandwagon -- even Robert Silverbe.rg, who gave IW the gritty,
1Dciai. . intricacies of tt.orna, OowDvard '10 Tbe Earth, 'l'be 'l\::)ve.r Of Gl.... , ~
1Aa1de and Son Of JIa.n, and who aigbt thus be s.a1d to be alaost re-e.bracing the
~ n g action-adventure app~ he threw up to write sucb novels.
O-pite wu.cb lDrd Valentine's castle ian't quite AS fast-paced or ... plot-cboked
... sllCh a1qht aake it eound. for all 1ta length, and perhaps AB A consequence of
it, it's ACt\Nllly a very leisurely and • .Low~iDlJ story. Set on the giant plAnet
JIIl.jipoor. it concerns the adventures of ODe Valentine woo, &8 the book opens, wander. into the far western city of Pidru1d duriJ19 the festiviUes of the new COronal
and wbo, di.acoveri.nq a natural a,ptitulSe for the art, joins a b:'oup of touring jugglers. With no PASt to speak of but ea.d.D:J little about it, he is troubled by strange
dr _ _ which, properly i.n~eted. pE'ove that he ia in fact the disp;laaesaed
Coronal. hi. aiDd transplanted into the body of &DOther with the usurper baving
taken over hi. own, and set h.l. off - in the ~ y of an ex~tedlY aotley bunch
of frieoda - to recover hia throoe" aD:I Utle. AdD. &f"te.r a seri_ of alab.ape and
slde-jour. .ya uOD9 the way - thr_teDed. with cSeath wbile perfora1.Dq 1n the reaer- .
vation of the . .U-Orpba (lIajipoor'a only true iDd1lj8De8. bounded fro. power by the
wave. of h ~ and aH.en settler. that landed fourteen tbouaand year. before).
nearly drowDed in a .... dra90ll attack while aailiD:} to the I.le of Sleep -- ..-.ny
of the book'. ~ and Utl... &Dd ialeed the book itaelf. ha"e the texture one
uaually uaociAte. w1th epic fantasy) that he 1.a who he ....ys he ia. delayed in the
Lllbry1.Dth, the caotr&l ~ t cc.pl.ec. vtdle aeek..1.Dq AD audience with the
PoDt1fa:, the true head of llajipoor·. l.acltAda.isical. qove.r~ti and -.any other
~ 1DcidenU eventually does so, discoveriDlj at l.aat that his disp;lssea.ion
....n·t, as he and everyone else bad origi..n&I.ly thought, the result of a plot by
ODe of .... jip:x>r·. otber. l.esaer, rulers but -.aster..i..Dded by the lleta.orphs, wi.hinq
.by tbe.1r ai_rule to drive the hlaan and a..U.en settler. into open war wi.th each
oU.r and thus regaJ.n the planet for tbe.sel.ves.
A b1.g, aprawliDlj, colourful navel., then - but it has its drllwbac:k.a. not least the
. . . . .tJ.a1 predictability of its plot. More aerioua ia the fact that the lonqer
t.be rxwel grows '1be .:;>re bored Sllverberq aeeas to beca.e with it (and. writing in
the ~ 1980 issue of StarshiP. be -.de upllcit ~t1on of the weariness that
overb'JOk h1a aa.evbere around ita bal.tvay aark). This first sect-on, deta.11ing
VAle.nt1De'. entry into Pidruid, hJ..s jo1.n1..Dq the troupe of jWJglera and hi8 tour
with th_ across part of the conti.ne.Dt of Zillroel in the best because the whole
th.1.Dg i. clearl.y as fresh to the author as it is to UII ,but oat that fresh. since
IIajipoor 1.8 eB8ential.ly Jack ViUllCe'S Bi.q Pl..anet writ even blqqer, with even, at
ODe po1.Dt, a bi..nq of the other Big P1.&Det. ~t IIorld and, bowing further to
hia "eator-, Sil.vertlerg even CJOeS as far . . describing thi.nqa in vAquely vancian
~ . with an appropriately akewed
sentence constrllCtion): seated at hi. type~itar. be CAD clearl.y see and hear aid. feel. that about whicb be"a writinq and,
thI:o\ll)b his prose. " ' e us a . . ~ he.r and feel it too. AB tbe story pcoqresses.
~er. h.1.a interD&1 ".1sloo beg:1na to fade qradual.ly away and hi. de.acriptions of
tile p1...et' • •ulUvar1&Dt races, cultur_ and q«l9Tapb.1cal. features ~ 1ncreas1..DI)1y pct"UDCtory and un.1.Jwol.,,1.IIg - and at the ~, vben we should be ove~elaed
b7 t.be tbirty--U.a-b1gb caatl.e IIoUDt w1th ita rinqa of separAte ci U_ of several
a1l.l.ioD. inhabitanta each which Val.entiDe bu to sca.le to reqa.in hi. Utle, All we
l)et 1a a flat aDd un..ta.q1.oaU," liat of -.ea aDd ataU.tic., and thus aee and hear
am t"eel nothiDlJ. 'l'bJ.a crucial. f1.l:wLl. aeque.ace al.-o lacb; any and all plot tenaion:
ODe ~ d .-p«:t Val.entJ.z:.·. ~. . . to ~ harder &Dd EIre Mndered by hia
..-lea the closer he qeu to hi. goal., but i.Date.d. with everyone rushillQ to _ear
alleq1aDce to M. cause, it acbally apeeda UP. with the ioevitable result that

ttlere·. no rea.l cl.J..aiul, juat a lCXJl)-drawn-out . . . . of let-down.
Bar one belated f1.nal twiat in tbe very l.aat .l.1.De: in vhich Val....Une, havinq
al*lt the laat balf of Ma jourDey tDwarda caaUe IkJunt telling hi. COlapeniOlUl
bow be·ll. ~ th1.D:Ja for everyone OIl Xajipx>r. 1.ntt-te. that the rega,ininq of
h1.. tbzo... wu eIIIOUCJh after all (a nice cootrut to the .1J:lC. . aant and oh-soUD1.J.bly a1tru1_ or other writera' twuoea wb '"e be-.. caUlJh.t in a1.a1lar JEed1ca....b ) Lord V&l~'a castl• .la, in a,., ultiaate1y very d.1u,ppointinq.
I

naturally can't presume to know Silvergerg's motives for writing it (although I
youldn't be at all surprised to learn that he did so with the current vogue for
escapism-via-big-books-designed-for-the-long-empathic-read well in udnd) but,
speaking for myself, I think it might have been better if he'd written it at
half its length.
It might thus have lacked. a good deal of its intermittent colour
but (by concentrating Silverberg's attention on a much smaller canvas) would probably have ccmpensated for it by a very necessary increase in depth -- particularly
in depth of character: valentine, starting as a complete innocent, a P&rsifal-like
holy fool, is supposed to grow and mature as an individual as the story progresses,
but its length negates this utterly. Without such depth, no novel can ever be
truly memorable; and, as it stands, 1 have A feeling that in five or ten years'
time Lord Valentine's Castle will have been torqotten by all but Silverberg addicts
and canpletists.

oavid F Bischoff

&

Dennis R Bailey -- TIN WOODMAN (Sidgwick

&

Jackson, 182pp, £5.95)

Reviewed by Chris Morgan
Messrs Bischoll and Bailey have assembled a surprisingly cpod novel from a heap of
really old, hackneyed SF elt'!IDents. Antipathy between telepaths and non-telepaths,
for example. is a fairly colDl'DOn theme, although here it is particularly strong -most humans feel some hatred for the telepathic minority, who are made to feel
different from and inferior to everyone else -- and particularly well-handled.
Almost as coam::>n is the idea that only the telepaths are capable of coIIDunicating
.with an alien intelliqence -- in this case, a sentient spaceship which the human
authorities have rather perspicaciously named "Tin WOOchan". A highly talented
YOun;J telepath, Div Harlthor (the names of all the characters in this novel make
them sound like refugees from 1950s' Ace Doubles) is sent out from Earth to COIIIDunicate with the ship, which is orbiting the star Aldebaran. Be not only contacts i t
but joins with it, physically &Dd. spiritually, becoming the symbolic heart for which
it has been searchJ.ng.
Baving set up this combination, however, the authors can't think of anything to do
with it, and the butlk of the novel thus concerns another hated and despised telepath (actually an empath). f!t)ra E!brun, observing Tin WoodIDan from the starship
Pegasus. '!he thBlDe here is of Mora. 's struggleS against the ship's paranoid captain,
Darsen, a larger-thAn-life character who is totally unsuitable for cOlDmand, which
results in the te:np:>rary loss of her talent (another hackneyed theme) and the
jeoparctising of the ship in his mad, unauthorised pursuit of Tin WOOdman.
Some seqments of the story are marvellously exciting; others &re merely escessively
emotional or sentimental; others again are badly thought-out or insufficiently
explained. Despite this, Tin Woodman -- the first collaboration between these two
...uthors, although according to the blurb 8ischoff has written several previous
novels -- has more than enough qood, and occasionally very CJOOd, ingredients to make
up for its shortcomings.

~ith

Roberts -- K>LLY ZERO (Gollancz, 224pp, £6.95)

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid

we in Britain have been lucky.

Fran a relatively small COImDunity of SF authors, we
have produced four or five good writers, one of the best of whcm is JCeith Roberts:
quiet, unflashy, a user of ordinary languaqe who never resorts to the high-flown
"poetic imagery· that passes for literary quality among 50 many second-rate hacks,
and whose control of the English language is so masterful that he is incapable of
wri ting badly.
Roberts is also far fran prolific, which makes a new novel fran him very much of an
event. I am pleased to report that Holly zero is an event that well repays the wait.
Be has lost none of his skill in the interim; if anything, in fact, he has gained, fOI
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iD MoUr Zero be e.ploys that .ost awkward of literary devices.

the second-person
nArrative. and carries it off with style. 1his is a considerable achievement. since
the secood-pe.r90n narrative device is so rarely (and 90 badly) used that one's awareness of it tends to d;)scure the story behind it. Not so with Roberts. and it is
tesu.ony enough to his success with it to report that I was enqrossed in the story
by the end of the first page.
With the second-person narrative he somehow manages
tD convey Jk)lly's shiftiD) perceptions and constant uncertainties vith far IOOre
assurance than .,st writers lMnager with the over-used first-person.
'!be novel is set iD 9IOee indefinite period in the future. Society has broken down
ue slowly be.inq re-established. 'ftlougb there are occasional mutterlngs
about Dukes it ~ that the disinteqration was due IIlOre to internal pressures ---rhi.ngs fall apart: the centre cannot hold-, as Yeats put it. Be that as it may.
the end result is that Britain is divided into little enclaves. each jealously guardi.nq its integrity. As the story opens. I*:>lly is a pupil in a barracks-like school,
.begi..nni..nq to cbafe against the lack of fre~ and in the end breaking out.
What
follows is an adyasey that reveals ro her different aspects of her own character and
of her society. She .tarts work as a shop assistant in a SlIIall northern tovn. but
leaves to join a cc.prany of circUS qypsies who alone Seelll free to IIlOve around the
country. I.n London she leaves the CJypsies to become involved. with a CJroup of disaffected young people who quickly turn to terrorism. AS lIIuch a physical and spiritual odyssey. this see.s to lie to be a journey through recent history, as the small
northern town and the way of life there is an echo of small-town life in the SOs;
then. after a transitional period with the <JYP6ies who may represent the free-andeasy life of the 6Oe. she falls in with the clrop-outs of the late 60s and the terrorists of the 70.. 'IbcH.Jgh this is DOWhere aplicltly stated in the book, it seems
that ROberts is paralleling the social decline that he sees as leading to the breakdown that sets the ~ene for the world of liblly zero.

hut t.b..i.nqs

It is undoubtedl.y a political DOvel. a warning voice crying in the wilderness about
the perilous nature of our contelll,X)ra.ry society. Yet the pllitical stance adopted by
JIoberts is UDclear; by rigorously presenting everything through Holly's Wlcertain
~ be ensures that the ¥bole edifice is built on shifting ground.
There are moments,
as the true nature of the world is revealed to her. in which he see.s to be advocating

fa.sciet aut:boritar1.ani_ as the
it set!aS .:>re a varn.i.Dq of what
led carefully up to a situation
right and proper conclusion. be

only way out of our present mess. but at other times
tight happen. And at the end, as he appears to have
i.n which I'blly's surrender of personal freedolll is the
slips io a sugqestion of rebellion.

"lb1s p>liUca.l U1biquity .ay anger soae critics. but it is such a vital part of Holly's
cbaracher that it Seea5 to .e to be one of the strengths of the book. 'Ihere are weaknesses. pclncipally in the plot for exa.ple. the ez.traordioary lengths gone to by
the unseen rulee. to deal with a>lly are oever satisfactorily explain~. Nevertheless.
these quibbles are aiDer and far outwei.CJhed by the strengths of the novel.

Pbillp Jose Par.er -

Ileri_

by Bi 11

THE MGIC IABYRIMTB (Berltley-Putnalll. 339pp. $11. 95)

car lln

TWo decades aqo. so it is cla.J.aed. ParaeI' first tbouqht of writing an epic novel

inYolving the entire b ~ race as its cast. the famous and the infaDJ)us resurrected siaulta.neously on a sinqle fabulous world.
Given this story springboard, he
plunged headfirst into the -ll1ve.rworld- series with CJusto. clothing the basic premise in the barest ai.n.ia~ of scientific trappings and generally making a big splash
with his cust.o&:lry outraqeous enthusiaSll. The oriCJinal novella, "Rivervorld", and
the first oovel, To Your scattered Bodies Go. overflowed with vim and vigour but by
the t.t..e the second and third novels drifted into the .arketplace crass commercialism
see-ed. to be ~ up the once-sparkling tide. Bere. at last. is the fourth and
fi4al voluae of the series - a looq-awaited book which was originally intended to
share the saae covers as the thi.rd but was apparently too lengthy - and the creative
flOlif has dried to a trick.le of vague interest linkinq stagnant pools of inane, episodic action that read like snippets from. the Rover or 8otsp.1r. If you're in the
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mood for an uneven mixture of aerial doqfights (matchil"KI fighter aces of ooth world
wars in an inconclusive, overlong contest), slapstick na',ral battles and a series of
cameo appearances by new entires in Farmer's Top 100 Historical People chart, then
you've hit the jaCkpot.
The plot, what little of it there is, rests heavily on the events detailed in the
earlier novels. Tom Mill:, Sir Richard Burton, Mark TWain and Cyrano de Bergerac,
supported by a cast of thousands, paddle on towards the source of the river. King
John and the refonDed l:Ie.rmann Goering continue to throw spanners into the works.
Sir Thomas Malory, Gilgamesh and Arthur Conan Ooyle are only a few of the characters
to pop up in pointless walk-on roles. Fortunately, Joe Miller, the lisping prehistoric
titanthrop of the previous novels, is still present as evidence of Parmer's talent
for bizarre hUlDOur, and indeed provides IDOst of the brighter DK)ments within a magpie's nest of amateur Sufism, overt hero worship and Mississippi folklore -- all the
things you'd expect to encounter during a typical day on the Great River.
True to his promise, Paraaer ooes furnish a solution to the mysteries behind the
Riverworld, tyinq up all the lOOSe ends in Ma sword-resisting Gordian know" -- but
accomplishes this only by cQGl,pressing a bewildering amount of action and intrigue
into the novel's concluding chapters. The solution is an adequate one but hardly
worthy of the series's epic theme; but then again, any solution would appear unsatisfactory when placed against such a backdrop. One can allllOst imagine the author's
sigh of relief when the final page was reached and the chore waS done. Now he can
perhaps take his tim.e and get down to the business of writing the short stories based
on the Rivervorld's IIlOst interesting ch.... .racters and confrontations without having to
worry about any of this explanation nonsense: it could only be an improvement.
Addicts and completists lIlay choose to ignore my IDOre negative comments (and undoubtedly will), but I advise them to wait for the paperback edition. SpeakiOCj as a
Farmer devotee of many years' standing, I regard this as not so much a warning but
as a helpful hint to fellow-sufferers.

La.rry Hiven -- RINQfORLD ENGINEERS (GollancE, 354pp, £6.50)
Reviewed by Kevin smi th
I have an enormously strong suspicion that Larry Ni ven doesn't like people very much
-- or at least that he doesn't reckon much to them. This is not so much that he
never has any in his stories (though obviously that aspect cannot be totally ignored,
and won't be). It Is rather that the mannequins he uses in place of people are made
to do the most remarkable and degrading things. Cave Langford, in Drilkjis 4, launched an assault on Jack Chalker for his over-riding theme of hWllan degredation.
Hiven deserves the same sort of assault, though he is by no means as extreme or as
obvious as Challter. Where Chal.k.er' s characters undergo grotesque transformations
into wierd creatures, Hiven's remain human in form, but are made to behave in an
anilDal way,
Let's see how this is borne out by Rinqworld Engineers. To start with, the Engineers
-- the people who built the Rinqvorld- are Pales.
(I'm giving nothing away by telling you this, as very early on Hiven drops a huge hint that this is so. It is so
huqe that no-one who has read Protector can possibly miss it, thouqh anyone who has
not read it will never be able to guess in a month of Sundays. Why Hiven refuses to
spell it out until another fifty pages or so have gone by, preferring instead to let
his hero think to himself that he knows the answer without ever actually thinking it
'out loud', is a mystery. Probably this is what Hiven intended -- to give us a mystery -- though the mystery that allows half the people to guess the answer instantly
and the other half to be none the wiser even after they are informed of it is a
pretty poor sort of mystery.) Pales are supposed to be a very fast, very tough, very
strong, very intelligent next stage of developoent of h~ans. We unfortunate Earthl1nqs are mere i.a:llature br"!ders, unable to develop properly. What conclusions can
'ofIe draw 'rCIII this?
That people cannot look. after themselvest that there ought to be
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SCllleone to protect us when the going gets tough, that Hiven considers people as they
are to be inadequate.
Anything else? oh yes. At one point the human hero, Louis wo, is fighting for his
life, when he suddenly rips all his I clothes off and begins screwing one of his attackers. This is just what she wants, and sinks her teeth into his neek. What caused
our hero to do such a ridiculous thing? No, not idiot-plotting -- at least, not such
an obvious piece of idiot-plotting. What caused it were 'pherc:.ones', such as what
lady moths use to attract gentlemen moths frem great distances. So here we have
hWlans acting in a manner strongly reminiscent of moths -- that is, without free will,
the intellect over-ridden by instinct. The same sort of thing happens in the transformation of people into Paks. The change is caused by Tree of Life, one whiff of
which makes a forty year old h\DaJl go mad to eat as much as possible of it, no matter
what his intellect tells him. People are nothing but a bunch of knee-jerk reactions,
according to Ni ve.n.
A final revelation of Niven's contempt for real people is his introduction of sex •.
Only Niven doesn't call it sex; he coyly calls it rishathra, and tries to obscure it
a bit by defining it as sex outside one's own species (but within the hiainids -- no
perversions in Hiven stories). R1.shathra is i_ensely useful. You can use it to
seal a barqain, to establish a friendship, to save getting preqnant when you're on
heat (vc:.en only -- and another deqredation), all sorts of things. Even having fun.
But i t never see.s like fun, it seems very clinical and .ethodical and aatter-offact. In its uses, rishathra is very like the ritual sexual aounUng e.ployed by
apes to aaintain a ~rarchy within a tribe. Once ItOre, people are downgraded.
Do I need to do more to prove it?

What rankles most, of course, is Hiven's arrogance.
It vouldn't seem nearly so bad if Niven gave the slightest impression of SOIDe pretension of knowinq what he's talking about -- an impression he could give by good characterisation, or sClllething like that.

I aaid at the start that Hiven doesn't have any real people in his stories in any
c.se. Can I justify that? Can I justify that~ There are three main characters in
Rinqvorld Enqineers: Louis WO .is a hUlllan (too damned _art, of course, but human
enough), Ctmee is a kzinti, a species renowned for hot-headed aggression, and nasty
with it, RindJlost is a Pierson's Puppeteer, which race cOlllprises the biggest cowards
in the galaxy. You would think, wouldn't you, that with three such diverse types to
play with even Hiven could always aake theIl seetll different. Not hia~ In their rapidfire, _art-aleek conversations it is apessible to tell fre. the words and style of
..,..ch which of the three is speaking. Ct.ee is a very cal.-ed-dovn, _art-aleek
kainti and Rindaost is a aaniacally aqqressive, .art-aleek Puppeteer, and both
.curd very .uch like amart-aleek Louis VU. Hiven says unto his characters, -Do this,aDd they do it, whether or not i t is right for thea 80 to do.
'I'b.1. i . terrible. When I review a book. I . . looking to draw out the tt.e-es of the
author, to try to find out what he intend. with his -.ork, to delve beneath the surf.ce. With Ringvorld Enqineers I just can't do that. I . . fairly sure that the
~ of htaan inadequacy was not one inteoo.ed by Hiven (it is there nonetheless,
aDd the .:)re indicative of Niven's true belieh because of that), but there i8 no
other ~ to explore. The book is entirely superficial. The characters, too, are
wafer thin, they ~le as soon as you look in their general direction.

weu,

we always knew that Hiven was no Diekens. Is it then fair (harking back to ay
editorial) to judge hi.a OD the basis of the-es and characterisatioo? Be has never
clai.8ed to be a great literary writer, and his fans have always .-J.red hia priJM.rily
for his ideas and storytelling ability. To anaver .y question, no, it isn't fair.
Bowever, Niven lets us, and hi.Ilselt, down in the ideas and. storytelli.Dg uso. The
plot is feeble, a ltere series of events connected only by the' fact that they happen
to Louis Vu. The pace is pedestrian. And Niven has once again aanaqed to waste,
'totally and absolutely, the aagnificent concept of the Rinqvorld. I t is a huge concept, and full aarks to Hiven for thinkinq of it, but he has now prov~twice over
that be i. not • big enouqh writer to use it.
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As for ideas, Ringvorld Engineers contains nothing not in previous Xnown Space books.
Its entire raison d'etre is tc close up the two obvious gaps in the series: what happened to the Pus. eo..ne whjr t.:.!1e Ringworld uoesn't drift into its sun. Unfortunately,
in doing so Hiven opens up anClther gap or two, and changes sane of the assumptions
of the earlier Ringworld.
(I refer you to Dave Langford' s forthcoming review of
Rinqvorld Engineers in Geeff Rippington' s Arena SF for a more detailed consideration
of these points.) SUffice it to say that even judqed solely as entertainment (the
validity of which approach t regard with some suspicion. but let that pass) ~
Engineers falls short.
HiveD should have stuck to his guns, resisted the anquished pleas of his litany fans.
and ended the Xnovn Space series when he said he had.
It was, and remains, a nice
concept. and for the most part he handled i t welL But, as he has himself said
(though perhaps not in so many words). i t was becoming a corset into which a lot of
origi.nal ideas would not fit any more, stifling HiveD's creativity and denying the
readers ~thing, too. Have a nea.r-t. Hiven fans, let the lIIan do sc.ethinq new.

J..es 8e.rbPrt
John Lyainqton
Rcbert Aickaan
Raasey_Campbell (Et1.) -Ralsey Campbell
--

'!'HE DARK (New Enqllsh Library. 336pp, £5.75)

VOYAGE OF THE EIGB'TH MIND (Redder & Stoughton, 192pp. £5.50)
I~USIONS (Gollancz, 261pp. £6.95)
NEW TERRORS 1. (pan. 334pp, £L60)
TO WAKE TIlE DEAD (Millington, 3l7pp, £5.95)

Reviewed by i'\1clJ". Dor",:;
The dividing lino2' between S1-' and horror is USUCll17'l quit.e cleac. ~owever. that between
far:atasy and horror is much less so, a~ is demonstrated by several of the above works
- although I hesitate to use the word "works" in connectior. with two of them, since
they display evidence of neither work nor ingenUity. The Dark. by bestsellin-J Jan;es
&erbert, has all the originality of Frank Richards' Billy ~ter, and both ar~ pretty
qross.
(Berbert seems to have a penchant for monosyllabic titles; Tll~ Rats, The Fog,
The Spear, not to mention those without the definite article at all, like Fluke and
Lair.)
1.n evil power, a claustrophobic terror, lurks within an old building and
; ; e s waves of madness amongst all who live in the vicinity, reaching out to deaden
people's brains and drive th~ to a -frenzy of destruction". This evil. the eponymous
'"Dark-, ultiaately threatens to take over London; only one man and a bunch of oh-sooriginal people can save the day. Berbert pushes his story forward at a relentless
pace, discardinq plot. Characterisation and literacy along the way, but making sure
to include plenty of sex, violence and destruction. The sheer self-indulgence of
8erbert's cobbling together of such exciting aspects of modern-day life as football
booligani~, lunatic asylll:Ds and seances is pitifuL
The Dark is, in other words,
fO:nlula writing at its nadir, and is best left alone. The whole thing was done with
-.J.ch more verve and style by Robert Roldstock in NecrCDancer.

1'be other book not worthy of the word "work" is John Lymington's Voyage of the Eighth
1U.Dd.
Whereas The Dark at least hung together in places, Lymington's effoct is sim'PlY"""dreadful a strong word but. I'm afraid, true. The basic elements of a novel
aze lacking; the characters never cane alive. and are flatter than a hole in the
ground. The story, concerning an individual's gradual awareness of the invasion of
his consciousness by an alien, is so full of holes, so jumbled-up and chaotic as to
be highly iMprobable, quite apart frOll being unintentionally hilarious. The alien
is apparently an advance guard, sent to study the human race so that they may learn
how best to attack us -- all good cliched stuff, and the ending is but a Noddy version
of the closing scenes of Kubrick' s 200L In these harsh econcmic tilDes the book is,
guite frankly, an insult. Bow many more notable vriters have been rejected so that
this dross .ay see the light of day?
1'0 lily aind, Robert Aickman -- an acknowledged expert on and author of several books
about Britaic's inland waterways -- is Britain's most acccmplishe:l fantasy writer.
and InUusioDs is a lovely ·Collection of six macabre pieces, each carefully thought
OUt ~ written. -Band in Glove- opens the book, and sets the tone for the
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five stories which follow. In a traditional English country landscape, two girls set
out for a picnic, only the path they wander down isn't quite the same on the way bac:k.
Stranqe materialisations introduce a surreal atmosphere, perhaps the odd heart murmur,
and leave you almost cOlllpletely unprepared for the ending. All the stories are set
in the ordinary, known world, and are far more effective as a result, since the occasional unknown variable introduced into a familiar landscape (like the wide river
which suddenly appears at the bottom of a suburban garden in "No Time is Passing")
always seems far more strange than a completely fabricated environment. You might
think that eventually one would grow prepared for Aickman's shadinq of the normal
into the bi~arre, but Ba well does he write that one's expectations are alaost alvays
confounded. ~ is a vital addition to any comprehensive book collection.
Ramsey Campbell is a young fantasy/horror vriter frem the North West of England whose
reputation seems out of all proportion to his genrally mediocre writing. But he does
make a fine editor, as i8 shown by his lucid, interesting intrcductions to the authors
and stories contained in Nev Terrors L
The book, suggested to Campbell at the 1978
Fantasycon in Birminqh_, is a varied collection, but is on balance well-stocked with
good pieces, with an SP presence being maintained by, among others, Bob Shaw, Lisa
'I\lttle, Tanith Lee, Gene Wolfe and Cherry Wilder. hrl &lward wagner, author of the
"Kane" series of Conan pastiches, weighs in with a competent short, ".220 Swift",
and Manly Wade well..-an gives us a piece of American folklore in "Yare". For my money
the best piece is Kit Reed's "Chickerl Soup", concerning a not-sD-small boy with an
over-protective mother: classic lDOdern horror. I'd also mention Steve Rasnic' 5 "City
Fishing", which induces it feeling akin to Tom Disch's "Descending", and is in fact
vaguely similar to it. He had a continuous chain of escalators, but Rasnic has it
city; and the theme of a never-ending journey into its dark depths is nicely conveyed.
Campbell has recently published a novel, To Wake the Dead, but it is unfortunately
not a good advertisement for hiJa. One could offer all sorts of cruel puns on the
title and its effect upon the readers, but the effort would not be justified. What
rather infuriates ae is that there is in it the seed of a good story which has been
stifled by seae truly pedestrian and lacklustre writing. Diana, a young girl, is the
central character; .akinq contact with the occult, she develops the ability to leave
her body and engages in a whole series of tediously weird experiences. There are
plenty of hooks intended to "excite" the reader, such as the subliminal sex that
appears every 25 paqea or so; but the story doesn't seem to know where it's really
going, and blunders about from Victorian mysticiSDl to Nazi Germany and back again.
The novel is by no means badly written, but it is rushed in places, overlong in others, and generally dull. It is perhaps a pity that Campbell appears to be not quite
as adept at editinq his own work as he is that of others.
Still, two out of five can't be all bad.
here SOIllewhere.

There should be SCIIIe pleasant reading 1n

Another book we were intendinq to reviev this issue was CAPELLA'S GOLDEN EYES by
Chris £Vans, but unfortunately sanewhere between Joe Nicholas and James Corley the
Post Office managed to dispose of it. o.rr apoloqies to Chris and his publishers,
Faber.
(This apology service is extended to BSFA editors only.)

" .•• Where do meteorites come from?" "space," said Yawn, in a bored voice.
"Look, I'm hungry --" "That's it! Space: So that tells you one important
thing about meteorites:" said Ispex. "What important thing? Is anyone else
hungry?" Vawn said. But Tsu said, "Go on:" ·It tells you," said Ispex, impressively, "that meteorites are spacewort.hy~"
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Letters
-Lit. Celt. SyndromeFrom Robert Gibson
·Cheis Priest's article rightly attacks the 'anti-literature' 'SF-isentertainment' viewpoint, but he seems to be insufficiently aware of
the snobbery which provoked the inverted snobbery which he condemns.
The lit. celt. syndrome is not just an academic disease, i t is a
fashionable habit of thinking which infects and restricts almost all
criticism.

-To give one example: the Rules say that it good novel must have three
dimensional characters.
The fact that this Rule is 99% true should
surely lead one to study and appreciate the cace exceptions, in the
same sort of way that scientific enquiry may proceed by the
examination of apparent anomalies.
But no.
E.R. Burroughs is ignored
by serious people because his characters are made of cardboard.
Never

~;~~ tt:::, t~::ethreer l~~:hngthCearsdtbuOp~~dp~~t:r~~e~~~e~o~~sa i~e~~~ch- t~~~
-appear, provide an unparallelled opportunity to examine the unaided
and isolated essence of stor ytellir.g.
"If a book with cardboard characters and stupid plots can fascinate,
there must surely be something about it that is worth discussing -but the Rules say no.
If the author's legions of imitators all fail
miserably to imitate him properly, surely that means that the author
had something special but the Rules say no.
They stop the reader
from thinking: 'Who put life into these stereotyped characters?
The
author didn't.
I, the reader, must have done it myself.
Why did I
take the trouble?
Because the book incited me to do so, somehow.
But
how did the author achieve this "incitement quality"?
That is the
subject for investigation! I
- "I might start the investigation here by giving a clue as to how
character and quality may infiltrate past the Rules.
I quote from
Herbert Read, The True Voice of Feelin : Studies in En lish Romantic

:~~tdrsn~~~)pe~c~~~~o'~;~f~~~ :~/i~:;e~~t~~deenbt~eS~d.e.,. aa~ed ~~~eg~ta~
third quality which does not belong to either image separately.'"
Robert Gibson,

74 Turners Hill,

Hemel Hempstead,

::

Herts,

HP2 4LH.

I was at first inclined to think that Robert had misunderstood
the nature of the 'Rules' and was complaining about the
existence of
such nasty and restrictive things.
This is not so.
His real complaint is about the dogmatic acceptance of such 'Rules'
by reviewers and critics, and the rigid application of them to every
work of fiction.
I could not agree more and (though this may seem
surprising to you) neither could Joseph Nicholas, as you will see i f
you read his short article 'Guns of the Timberland' in this issue of
Vector.
The origin and nature of the 'Rules' are quite simple: good
IiOO'J(Scame first and the 'Rules' were, and are, an attempt to define
the qualities that ~ade the books good.
In other words they are an
empirical distillati,pn, not an arbitrary imposition. The use of the
'Rules' to condemn books is to be frowned on; they should rather be
used to decide why a bad book is bad.
Try as we might, the initial
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decision as to whether a book is good or bad is likely to remain
largely subjective. Personally, I can't stand Edgar Rice Burroughs
and the 'Rules' just happen to back me up .....
From Martin Perry
"I'm sure [Chris Priest's article in Vector] will cause some controversy.
I must admit that in my opini~re is (ultimately) no such
thing as objectivity in the criticism of any work of art, and I am
worried that attempts to make SF in general more literate and academic
will muck it up.
I know what I like and so does everyone else and
that is really just as good a measure of a book's worth as any.
It
means, for one thing, that I could read and immensely enjoy The Hote
in God's Eye (not a marvellously well-written book) without worryTri"ij"
about how many oxymorons it contained or whether or not it concealed
some deep, allegorical statement about entropy.
"During a recent Time Out Of Hind, in between Some stuffy remarks by
Hichael Hoorcock, Fred Poh! saId that he thought the best type of SF
is that which combines elements from traditional, hard science fiction
with the lessons learned from the experimentation of the Nev Wave, and
if Gatew.!1 is anything to go by then he seems to be right.
(Or don't
you---rTke that one either, Joe?)
Certainly, no amount of literary
embellishment can substitute for a lack of imagination, and that is
one reason why SF ~ a literature of ideas.
·When I
tained.
science
see that

bUy an SF book with my beer-money, I do vant to be enterIts capacity for entertaining me is in fact vhat drev .e to
fiction in the first place and, literature or not, I'd hate to
side of it go."

Martin Perry,

2 Wessex Drive, Hatch End, Pinner, Middx, HAS 4PY.

n
:: ~~~e 4 fi~:t l~al~e~fn:a ~~~n:: /neet~e~ :r~:; r:~ tih ~ht:r~:~~ eIrnf;h:~
Vector.]
I am concerned about Martin's apparent belief that a book
~ s likely to be entertaining if it is literary.
The point
about the 'literary content' of a book is not that it hils to be
noticed to be appreciated, but that its presence enhances a book
whether it is noticed by the reader or not.
The Mote in God's Eye
would have been a far better book if the characters had been .ore
real, for example, and this could have been achieved vithout losing
any of its imaginative content.
Anyway, why should those who
delight in spotting oxymorons be deprived of their little plea&ures?
paraphernalia of SF
From Pete Lyon
• ...propos Chris Priest's crie de coeur in the two recent Vectors, I
completely concur with his expressed morality and aesthetics on the
issue of 'literature'.
I'm neither a neo nor a BNF, nor indeed
anything, but I would just like to say my tuppence worth.
·In addition to the 'anti-arty' school of fan he identified, there is
the type who delights in listing and collecting. These anal retentives
happily reel off plot, protagonist, author and publisher or third rate
works with great intenseness, thus reinforcing, nay exalting, the
limitations (self-imposed) of the medium.
The paraphernalia of SF is
fiercely protected by many fans as it is familiar, comfortable and
undemanding. Just the opposite should be the case .. Subverting these
expectations is not deemed entertaining and therefore any work seeking
to stretch the parameters of the genre is identified as threatening.
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-I draw and paint.
The most common response to my humble efforts (and
it is not avante garde, 1 can assure you) is definitely reactionary.
There are far more exploratory works being written tllan painted in SF.
Such a high premium is placed on superficial trappings slick technique, exotic sexist females, magnificent technology with virtually no
attention being paid to content or implication.
I myself have
shamefully submitted to these pressures.
Priest's critique applies
doubly to my chosen field.
The readership of SF may be 'intelligent
and diverse' but these same people, I suspect, gave up on SF's visual
manifestations long ago, regarding it as shallow, juvenile and merely
decorative -- with justification.Pete Lyon, 2 New Row, Old Micklefield, Leeds, 1.525 4AJ.
Quality of recent Vectors
FrolD Allan Lloyd
-I was quite pleased to see that Mike Dickinson has resigned as
editor.
I'm afraid that the three issues which he edited were just
not to my taste.
I like Dave Wingrove's Vectors very much and hope
that the next editor will get back to intelhgent discussion on SF.
Surely humour belongs in Matrix, and articles about 'how I published
my first novel' or 'life is-FieIlbeing a publisher's reader' should be
in Focus~
Some of the book reviews have been a.K. (your own and,
outstandingly, Roz Kaveney's) but please could somebody shoot Joe
Nicholas.
He manages to offend me with allDost every word that he
writes, and this despite the fact that I mostly agree with his
opinions.
I can understand why the BSFA is getting so many angry
letters from people who actually like Heinlein, Asimov and Anderson.
The BSFA used to have a sense of responsibility (God, I sound like a
retired colonel) and being abusive and inSUlting to popular writers is
not criticism.
You seem to be having a purge (John and Eve going too)
so could not Joe be removed by popular opinion.·
Allan Lloyd, Quebb Cottage, Eardisley, Hereford, HR) 6LP.
:: ~~;a;O;f:ioa~soof ~~~~o ~n~~~tho rt~ nSoUtg~::~i~~~~ :h:~Ot~~ r:~~~y h:~ ~
The man has such impeccable taste that I am sorry to disappoint him
with the news that Joseph is staying on as reviews editor. It seems
sensible to have control over hardbacks and paperbacks in one place,
and I don't especially want the extra work.
Besides which, Joseph
and T Have Plans For The Reviews.
Of course, one way of diluting
his particularly acerbic style of reviewing would be for lots of
people to volunteer to write the reviews, in both Vector and
Paperback Inferno.
---·Tiger! Tiger!·
Prom Jonathan P.R. Palfrey
• .•. It's clear that [Simon Ounsley in Vector 98) is criticising an
apple for not tasting like an orange.
In Tl1:er! Tiger! Bester does
Some things magnificently, other things crude y or not at all..
Simon
doesn't like the book because, not being attuned to its virtues, he
naturally looks for (and fails to find) other virtues which it wasn't
intended to possess.
Probably he'll never learn to appreciate Bester
as I do (jUSt as I'll probably never learn to appreciate Moorcock as
he does); but he has asked, explicitly, for enlightenment, so here I
am joining the queue of those attempting to give it to hi ••
"The

first

analogy

which

comes

to
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mind

is

that of

skiing.

Let's

assume that you're a keen skier about to head downslope.
What are you
hoping to get out of the experience? You are not expecting to explore
the psyche of your instructor; you are not about to dwell
reminiscently on the comparatively tedious uphill journey you've just
completed ..
You're there to enjoy pace, excitement and sensory
stimulation, unless I'm much rr1istaken (which I could be, never ,having
skied in my life).
-So it is with Ti~er1 Tiger!. Bester has, very deliberately, started
his man off at t e summlt and given him a push, and we're here to
watch him cope with an unfamiliar slope at well over safety speeds.
It's not a morbid fascination: I've read the book many times and I
know he'll survive .. It's a rapid-fire sensory experience ..
-Bester doesn't explore anything in depth: character, scenario, or
scenery.
He doesn't have time .. If you want pace, you must sacrifice
depth, and this is a book about pace.
-To change metaphors in midstream, picture Bester sketching his story
with rapid, heavy strokes of a very black pencil - if he gets it
right, the result may be more telling than an oil painting, no .atter
how much more detailed and true to life the latter ..
-It is, of course, true that the book could be better written, and is
flawed as it stands - this is true of all books..
The obvious flaw in
Tiger! Tiger! is the first one and a half pages of Chapter One, which
are self-consciously written and make the mistake of telling (not
showing) us what sort of a man Foyle was before his ordeal. This was
undoubtedly done to save time and maintain pace; but that short
section isn't vital and could with advantage have been completely
omitted.
-A less specific flaw is that Bester fails to provide a satisfactory
resolution to his story. This is a very common flaw in SF, and Bester
fails here less badly and more excusably than others have done (I
certainly can't imagine a satisfactory resolution to such a story),
but it is a Ha w nonetheless.
-I regard Tiger! Tiger! as a genuine SF classic.
What it does, it
does well
not to perfection, but then I don't know of any perfect,
or even near-perfect SF novels. It's a vivid book; a crowded montage
of action, images and sensory stimulation, conveyed in a style which
is, at its best, marvellously compact and efficient..
It's a work of
creative imagination.
And yet the scenario is well thought out and
consistent, and the plot is direct and to the point.
If Simon can't
appreciate these virtues, he is missing out; it's a book I've read
time after time without failingto enjoy it or wearying of its imagery
-- despite the lack of fine detail.Jonathan

P.R.

Palfrey,

29a Priory Road,

Kenilworth,

Warwickshire ..

SFWA Sui te
From Phyllis Eisenstein
-You asked for an American view of the SFWA Suite, so here I am, a fan
for 19 years and a pro ·for 11, all of which gives me, I think, valid
credentials for examining all sides of the question.
The view of the
SFWA Suite as an elitist Authors' Club is far too narrow.
Yes, it is
a place for authors to talk to their author friends, but it is also a
place where they can talk to authors they've never met.. It is a place
where a new writer can be almost sure of meeting some of the older
hands..
It is a place where business and shop talk can be discussed.
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It is a place of retreat for those times when the authors feel lonely
for their own kind, for those times when the authors don't want to be
onstage.
Taking a group of friends up to your room would be a good
solution to the absence of such a suite, and some authors do exactly
that anyway, but it works poorly at a convention of several thousand

~~u~:~ew::~es:;~',rl~l~u~:~;~J~~t:~~'an~:o:n fkonrO ~~n~~:e~~~nt~~tt:~~~
'laters' often don't ha,ppen at all.
As for accessibility -- a writer
locked away in a room with friends is no more accessible than one in
the SFWA Suite.
Some writers like to interact with fans most of the
time; others prefer to remain aloof.
Having or not having a SFWA
Suite would not change this.
I know of writers who, after being
sociable for a couple of hours, have disappeared to their rooms and
not come out again till morning. The existence of a SFWA Suite seems
not to make much difference where these folks are concerned. Having
babysat the SFWA Suite a number of times at various cons, I think my
vie~ is a fairly accurate one: during the day, SFWA members tend to
drop into the Suite for a few minutes to check out who's there.
Then
they leave. There are long stretches in the daytime ~hen the Suite is
empty save for the babysitter (a very lonely situation).
This often
continues ~ell on through the evening.
Aftee ten or eleven o'clock,
people start drifting in.
Anywhere from ten to fifty people may be
standing around drinking by midnight or one in the morning.
The crowd
stays in that range for several houes.
But the ~ drift in and
out.
The constituency of the cro~d is ever-fluctuating.
Ra rely will
any individual spend the bulk of the evening at the SFWA Suite (babysitters excluded).
And of those ten to fifty people standing around
drinking, perhaps half (sometimes more) are guests.
Convention
committee.
Sexual partners (old or newly-acquired).
Drinking buddies
(old or new). Fans. people I've never seen before, never heard of. And
crashers.
Let me tell you about the many Scandinavian fans who crased
the SFWA Suite at Seacon and drank up all the liquor we had bought.
·The point I would like to make is that writers don't go to cons to
hide.
The SFWA Suite is a rest stop for them, a place where known
IiCis and/or familiar topics of conversation can be found with ease.
A lot of writers see it as an oasis.
But in spite of spending some
time in the SFWA Suite, many American SF pros are ~ as accessible
as Bob Shaw, Chris Priest, and Jim White.
And those that don't want
to be accessible can't be forced to be so. I have very clear memories
of several secret pro parties that I was not allowed into when I was
'only' a fan.
Yes, I was hurt by that.
I wanted to sit at the feet
of the mighty and absorb wisdom. Or at least entertainment. And the
people who answered the door would say, 'Sorry, this is a closed
party.'
Prohibiting a SFWA Suite won't have any effect on that sort
of thing.
In fact, I think it ~ould encourage it.
·Well, I must confess, I like the SFWA Suite.
I al~ays check in at
least once an evening, just to see who's there.
To hear the latest
pro gossip, the shop-talk.
To meet some writer I've never met before.
To be talked into volunteering for some SFWA job. It's fun to be with
other writers.
To know that there's one place you're sure to find
people who will listen to a writer's woes or triumphs with a sympathetic and knowledgeable ear. And then, after a while, I drift out to
someplace else, because it's fun to be with other fans, too.
I'm not
the only author who feels this way, I'm sure."
Phyllis Eisenstein, 6208 North Cambell, Chicago, Illinois 60659, USA.
:: ~~ ~oswe:s;et::a~;~::eUaitt;r~a~fb:r~tOi~ha~:~t~~c~hnesfaanndr::~ ~~~i~~
the highlight of Seacon '79) in that they act as places for authors
or fans respectively to go knowing that there will be others 'of
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their kind' there already with whom to gossip or talk shop.
The
difference lies in the fact that the fanroom is completely open;
anyone can go into it at any time to find out what happens there,
whether they be established fan, young neo, or professional author.
Without any doubt, however, the SFWA Suite has closed doors to the
majority of convention goers.
What caused most ire at Seacon '79, though, were the reports that
some SFWA members were demanding that the Suite should be free of
charge to SFWA, and free drink should be provided by the convention
committee - an attitude of unbelievable arrogance, and one which, I
am thankful to say, did not seem general amongst SFWA members.
Possibly this apparent antagonism between British fans and Aaerican
professionals arose because of differences between British and
American conventions.
It is quite possible, for exaaple, for
professionals at an Eastercon to have a quiet chat amongst
themselves at the bar, whereas it seems right out at an American
convention of any real si ze.

We Also Heard From
Geogre Bondar, who liked what Roz Kaveney had to say about Vonda
Mclntyre; Phil James, who liked the extracts fro. Asteroid Man; Jill
Lyon, who would have liked her letter last time to have been In Matrix
after all; and Andy sawyer, whose letter beca.e an article over~
Ten letters.

NEXT

·Could do better.-

ISSUE

The next issue will be a special large size 1.9SUe t.o celebrat.e 100 iSMles of Vect.or.
This is not to say it will revert to Focus size • .erely t.hat it. will have .ore ~s.
It: is always rash to predict such thinqs wi th the appearance- of cert.aint.y, but.
Vector 100 should contain 8IOSt of the following:
"Who's Driving the Bus?" -- Carry Kilworth looks at. who decides what reaches the
public marked as SF.
-Tomorrow and Tomorrov and Other Never-Never Lands" -- Joseph Nicholas looks at
current trends in SF.
Alan Dorey look:s back at the 100 issues of Vector.

(well, ...ybe 99 of

~.l

Rob Sansen reviews two illustrated, l.arqe-forwlat fantasy novels, and CIl=-ents on
SF illustration qenerally.
Past editors vrite! A maber of short pieces
as I can easily con into it.

fr~

as .any previous Vec't.or editors
--

-Towards a Cri tical Standard. Part 11.Book reviews -- from our ever-videniDfj circle of reviewers.
vrite to Joseph Nicholas &Dd volunteer.

plus: -Standpoint-. -Letters-, and other art.icles.
you; write scmethinq.l

(N.B.

You too could be one;

These are dependent OIl

And not forgetting the end-of-page fillers! I've a really trlffic book as the
source of these for Vector 100. I've been saving it, special.
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Briareus Delta,a distant star, has exploded, emitting
massive doses of radiation that hit Earth with apocalyptic
conse~ences ...

TheTwilight of
Briareus
Richard Cowper
£1.25 Published 9 May

Profundis is a massive submarine trapped for a century
beneath the waves by the nudear fallout above. Mad
captain succeeds mad captain until the maddest of all
takes the helm ...

Profundis
Richard Cowper
£1.25Publlshedl00Ctober

Keill Randor is slowly dying from radiation,but he is
determined to find the perpetrators of his warriorplanet~ annihilation ...

Galactic Warlord
Douglas Hill
SOp fPiccolo JPublished 10 OCtober
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